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last

the Board of Edncatlon will maintain it

which local talent and make vocal music one
part. The entertainmentwaa given ent courses of Instruction.
in

for the benefit of the

days have palled out

as

The good work

long as

they can go.
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pat

tod ran away this took
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afternoon the broad grass plot^

College campna and the ull

trees

which shade the College buildingswere

Drenthe band.

The High School held their closing ex- fresh end green after the rain of Sunday,
House on Thursday the atmosphere wu cool end invigorating,
progressing. The evening, The spacious hall waa packed
and the whole sarroundingi were well
ercises in the Opera

Coaaiiiloa Kirehut

])OB

to melt

weather.

gjiwtoty.

ui

Vhiesland had

ITEMS.
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The

Srati

SATURDAY, JUNE

Thursday evening
Locals seem

A Weekly Newspaper published

MICH.,

fair association

’

informs ns that

it

la far

full of people

in spite of the oppressive •aited for the dosing rhetorical exercise*

enongh advanced to begin work on the heat. Thia ia the second year of the High
of the PreparatoryDepanzhentto be held
Strawberries are plentiful and the
grounds next week, such as building School and the class is consequently
in the College Chapel. At an ea*ly hour
market is fall of them.
fences, constructinga track, etc. The
small, numbering only three yonng ladies, the building wu filled with people from
The people of the villageof Zeeland are services of Mr. W. Diekema have been ae- Miss Senle De Boer, Mias Maggie Miede- the city and aurroandlng country. The
enred to superintend all the details of the
agitatiog the question of water works.
ms, and Miss Maggie B. Pfanstiehl.Tbe decorations inside the building were
work connected with the preparations for decorationswere beantifnlly and tastily
nearly the ume u thou of lut year. The
J. Lrzican bought two hundred sheep the fair. Wo think thia is a* fortunate
arranged. The music for the occasion motto of the clus, "Step by step,” stood
in Feunvillelast week.
choice as he ia near to the grounds and well
was furnished by Prof. Lawson and Mra. boldly out in the foreground of the restrain
anited for the work which will be required
Neill, of Grand Rapids. Rer. Dr. Stef- trimming!and wu circled with tidily
• M. Van Puttkn returned home from
of him.
fens opened the exercises with prayer. arranged evergreens.Tbe "A” clau numDetroit last Wednesday.
Miss Minnie Bipehof, of Chicago,

is

flrit speaker was Mias Maggie Miede- ber eleven this year, two ladles (and nine
ma, who read an essay on "The Forms of young men, u follows : Josephine Eiekniversary of the marriageof Mr. and Mrs.
Matter,” in a clear voice, easily heard all intveld, Holland City; Sena Voorhont,

/^LASTThnradaywas the

the guest of Miss Jeouie Eanters.

Afalf^k^?^^7^ert£^Pb,to,th,,b

la

*

An dries Steketee

Inesf.

and

The

twenty-fifthan-

their home

was

the

through the hall. The essay waa fall of Overyiael, Mich.; Herbert Eeppe), Zeaskating rink at Macatawa Grove scense of unnsnal activity. In the evening
good
ideas and showed careful itndy. land, Mich.; Albert Knooibnlzen, North
ranltan.
and the Macatawa House will be formally many gueats were present and the evening
Her languagewas perfect and her delivery Holland, Mich.; Gelmer Kniper, Graafopened to-night.'
was passed in social enjoyment.A sumpgood. Miss Amelia Zeefa, of the Gram- achup, Mich.; Abraham Leenhouta, Zeetuous repast was provided daring the
Wheat fields are beginning to color.
mar School, recited 1 beautiful poem, en- land, Mich.; Martin Oauwarde, Holland
evening
for the visitors and waa heartily
Ontral Staltn.
It is expectedthat onr farmers will have a
titled "The face against the pane.” An City; Wm. Stegeman, New Groningen,
partaken of by ail. Many valuable as
essay by Miss Senle De Boer, entitled Mich.; GerritTe Linde, Brandon, Wii.;
VA£ PWKN, Q. a SONS, General Dealers In good yield this harvest.
well as useful presents were received by
"The Oriental Nations,” wu than read by Anthony M. YanDuine, Zeeland, Mich. ;
Don’t fall to see “The^Dmmmer Boy” them. It will be an occasion long to be
that young lady in a subdued voice. The Dirk J. Workman, Patteraonvllle,la. The
Hoteli,
at Lyceum Opera House next Wednesday, remembered by ail who were so fortunate
subject, however, wai treated with abil- followingprogram wu rendered by stuas to be present. The News extends its
Thursday and Friday evenings.
ity. With delicate word paintings she dents in the department with varied succongratulationsand hopes that Mr. and
We were the recipient of some "Big Mrs. Steketee may pass many more happy told of the history of these nations, the ad- cess. The young orators In many inone of the largest and best sample rooms In the
vance made In the way of enlightenment, stances showing considerable talent in that
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.
Bob" variety of strawberriesthis week yean of married life.
and their progress toward civilization. direction:
T)HG£NIX HOTEL. Jaa. Ryder, proprietor. raised by Mr. H. Bacon. Many thanks.
IBVOCATIOX.
JT Locatednear the C. A W. M. RW depot, hu
his, Saturday evening, the Roller "The Value of Education,”with farewell
good facilities for the travelingpublic, and Its
MUSIC.
The
post-offlcewill be open on Satur
of
school
to
class,
waa
read
by
Willie
Nye
ublela unsurpassed,ftee hack for accommoSkating Rink at Macatawa Grove and the
Declamation—The Men to Make a State,
dation of guests.
day, July 4, only from 9 to 11 o’clock In
Macatawa Grove House will be opened in » clear resonant voice. The last essay

The

oCSSrtSSlfr1

SrS

Umjrui

the morning, and in the afternoon from 2

Isis Btstln.

until 5 o’clock.

hotel.

A. Vaa Dulne.
for the season. At the rink an exhibition on the program waa one entitled "Retro- Declamation—The Relationof the Mosquito to
the Homan Family,,
g, Kniper,
of artistic skating will be given by Master spect and Prospect,” with valedictory, by
Pereonation—Sam Smith’i Soliloquy,
Harry M. Lndlngton, the champion boy Mill Maggie Pfanstiehl.The essay dealt

.

Mb. M. J. Chapel baa car thanks for a
D. Workman.
couple of boxes of very choice straw- skater of Michigan. After the skating a in the benefitsof looking at the past for Oration-The Typical American, H. KeppeL
two.
berries of the "Crescent”variety. They dance will be Indulged In. Lambert’a the purpose of enjoyingtbe future atudlei
B,le 9ubl'i
Quintette Band will furnish music for the in life. Tie struggle for knowledge must Recitation— A Hundred Years from Now,
were very large and fine.
.

NIZft?<&-»5site“a

-

A

Kate Herald.
evening.
considerable number from never end. The difficultiesof the past
a Grand Rapids are expected to be preaent shonld act as an impetus for future activ- Declamatlos-The Washington Monnaent, „ f
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
H. Joiitoma.
of Plngnr Mills. Manufacturers
of new Pro- cess-pool in the rear of Sntton’a bottling and good skating may be looked for. The
ities. The essay wu fine and was well Recitation— Bow Girl* Stndy,
Sarah Cappon.
cess FlourTNeor foot of Eighth street.
works and in addition to being covered boat will leave the dock at 7:45 p. m. read. In the valedictory the yonng lady Declamation—The Univerae,
W. Van Looif

EuofwtorlH,Xllli,

Shops,

its.

Last Saturday a drunken man

fell in

X

^

TTAN RAALTE, B., deslesr in
NlnthTtSKu.^

Office attj
flee

hour*

x

at residence
Eleventhstreets,
Ledeboer.
:

J. Winter.
Board of Edncatlon Declamation-Lectureon Boats,
two.
*1
over. All lovers of the popular amuse- wai present she would thank them Declamation—Onr Matna Chart*, M.Oeeowarde
Edwy C. Reid, of the Allegan Oautte^
for their wise counsels,and for tbe Personation—The Emancipationof Man,
ment should not fall to be present.
FhyiicUM.
called on or last Tbnnday morning. Edwork they had performed for the benefit
A. Leenhouta.
can be itor Reid had been to the "EditorialPicRecitation— Bettina Maazi, Janie Nykerk.
THE
CLOSING
EXERCISES
OF
THE
of
the
clau
daring
the
put
year.”
The
Store, nic” at Saugatuck, and waa returning
Recitation-Home from School, Fannie Steffen*.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
exercisesof tbe evening cloud with
home, stopping here on hia way.
Declamation—The Launching of tha'Sbip,
dan and Surgeon. Resthe presentationof diplomu by Prof.
J. Vender Mealcn
street, cor. of Market St.
The
Public
Schools
are
the
acknowlAbout twenty left this city on the exHummer, who did 10 with a few aptrue.
ofKremers A Bangs.. Of*
‘ It m.xnd from 6 to S p.m
cnnlon to Baldhead Park, Saugatnck,on edged corner stone in this American free propriateremarks. After tbe close of RedUtion-On the Stairway, Chriitina Brock.
Recitation— Margnerite ol France,
and Surgeon. Office last Wednesday. The picnic, however, government. In the face of this fact the exercises the clau were given a re
on
corner of River and
Katie Den Hefder.
Occupied by the late Dr. was a grand success, there being some every individual citizenshould feel an in- ception by Mr. and Mrs. Hummer.
Declamation—The
u. Veldman.

macWfler7-

Farm

imple*

with filth he dislocated his shoulder.

sharp, returning after the festivitiesare

said, "that

if

the

“d

'I

Dove,

terest, yea, a great personal concern, in all

twenty-five hundred participants.

MdJmlry

Wstckii

of

^J. W.

Bosman,

the affairs appertaining to this system

Recitation— Child Lost

COXXENOEXENT AT HOPE COLLEGE.

was the
of edncatlon. The interest in the Public
commencement Schools of this city is constantly growing,
Hope College ia the moat Important
exercises of the Medical Departmentat
educational
institutionIn Western Michi«nd it should. The past year has been
TETYKHUYSEN, B., dealer In Watches,Clocks, the State Uni venity. The subject of bis one of increased attendance and conse- gan and the exercises attendentupon the
VV Jewelryand Spectacles, cor. Ninth and C*
Jb., of this city

orator of his class at the

Rosa Doyle.

Dialogne—Trial of Fing Wing,

D. WaWoord, A. Van Weitrienen,D.1 Cook,
M. Fllpie, H Bremen, C. Dayton, Kate. Herold.
xvaio.
Recitation— “The Brides of Enderby

.

oration was: ‘"The poetry of Medicine.”.,

dar streets.

with summer comes the bright warm
sunshine which

ia

so beneficial to

hnman

quently requiring harder work on the part
of those in charge of the pupils.

Never

perhaps In the history of the schools of

JosephineKiekintveld.
closing of tbe school year are of general Personation—Yacob Wagenbelrierraneenfeldta,
W. Stegeman
interest to the people for miles abont in
Essay-Preparationfor Life, Sena Voorhorst
thia section. With this week the College
Recitation- Night on Shiloh, A. Knooibnlsen
closed its doors of learning upon the
UI1C.

keep your children cooped this city has greater zeal on the part of the
The muiic for these exercises wu under
up for fear they will take cold or become teacher or more persistent effort on the twentieth clau who have passed from its
x. o. of o. r.
part of the pupils been manifested than walle u fall of learning as students from tbe direction of Prof. Shepard, who hu
tanned and freckled. Tarn the little rasduring the year just dosed. The progress many a more prominent Institution.Hope tanght vocal music In the College daring
cals out.
at Odd Fellow's Hall, Holland,Mich., on Tuesday
—
'
made, as shown conclusively by the exer- College bu just completed a very success- tbe put year, and wu rendered by hia
evening of each
G. H. Van Houtum, the harness maker cises witnessed the paat two weeks, suffl
Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
ful year during which time many students pupils very creditably.
W. Zbeh, R.
A*J-C^N.G. waa arrested for assault and battery last ciently warrant such a statement. Under have drank from her founts and have Monday evening a Concert wu given In
Saturday night, and was confined in jail the skillful management of Superinten- been refreshed with good and wholesome
the College Chapel by the students of the
r. k A. X.
until Monday morning. He waa arraigned
dent Hammer, assistedby a corps of faith knowledge. Just nineteen years ago this College, and Prof. Shepard, aulated by
A Regular Communicationof Ukitt Lodqi, betore Esquire Post and plead guilty payfnl teachers, good work is constantly dont June since the first clau passed out from
one or two of onr city, musiciani. Tho
20;.1#1J P,J?
WL11 be heJd “ Masonic Hail
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday ing a floe of $5 and costs.
and the standard of excellenceis raised under her wings, since which time one concert wu qultp largely attended end is
All members and friends of the La- each year. The examinations were com hundred and fourteen of her young men well spoken of by those who were present.
Nov. 18, Dec. i#. St. jfohn.s days June 24, and
menced some three weeks ago and re and women have been started on "the
l/6Ct le
Tuesday evening tbe Public Meeting of
dies’ Aid Society, of the Methodist*
T
„
°* Bbitxjui,W. M.
ceV^ed the (personal attention of the battle of life” aimed with good and suf- tbe Alnmni wu held and again the Chapel
D. L. Boro. Sscly.
Church, are requested to meet In the lecSuperintendent,
who has labored indefat ficient moral and religioustraining to wu filled to its almost capacity. The;
ture room of the Church next Tuesday at
life. Don’t

ortS^RiteoW

week. ^
B.

f

n

,

Out parkas.

3 o’clock p. m., for the

purpose of

elect-

Igable to compile a record of each schol
Sr’s progress daring

ing officers for the coming year.

the year. Parents

have received inch records and can see the

Prodfios. Sto.
(WHOLESALE.)
(OorrecUdeury Friday by B. J. Bonington.)
Apples, 50c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter. 1,11 c;
Eggs, Me; Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes,

D. Wilber

who

formerly was a

bnd
member of Congress against
Williams in 1870, baa been

resident of this congressional district

who

ran for

William

a

appointed United States District Attorney

bit sa.

Alnmni

of

prosperouscareer. The

the Institntion are

all

attendance on tbe part of tbe Alnmni

waa

not very large, bat the interesttaken in

honored

tbe affairs of Alma 3(ater by thou preunt.
and respectedcitizensin tbe community made up for the defficlencyinnumbers.
ship, attendance, and deportment. The in which they dwell, the majority followTbe orator of tbe evening w$s Rev. H. E.
examinationswere adapted to the capacity ing the profession of Clergymen, and to
Doaker, of Grand Haven. Hia subject
of the scholars and were not made for the
Hope College they are indebted for nearly "Anthony the Great, Father of Moopurpose of making a fine display. The all, if not all, the prospects for their future

exact standing of their children in scholar-

wu

achiim.” The poem entitled "A Little
is a DangerousThing,” comand if the pupil Is lacking, more attention
Commencement week is a week of ex- posed by Rev. H. Borgera, of Greenwood,
Mr. G. H. Soutbb, the nursery man,
Grain, Feed, Eft.
shonld be paid to such by both teacher citement for the people of Holland.
Wii., wu read by Prof. H. Boers. The
(WHOLESALE.)
baa twenty-fivethousand celery plants,
and parents and in a mutual work good Friends and parents of students gather
tOorrecUdevery Friday by IF. H. Beach.)
poem, wu a fine one, containing many
five thousand of which qre under cultivareanlts mast ensue. The result of the ex- here and busy themselvesin looking after
Bwkwheat, JOc; Bran, W 100 lbs., 70c; Bariev
little
expresalona bearing on the college
8 l^0«,;A^L00;.Clover,e«d' V *>•» HDO; Corn tion in the trenches. Those of onr citi- aminations, as a whole, reflect great credit their welfare. All are in holiday attire,
Meal, ’•100 t>sM UOs Corn, shelled, 46c: Flour,
days of old, when Hope wu so to speak
zens who wish to cultivate celery can pro$5.60; Sine Cora Meal, V 100 lbs., $1.40; i'eed, W
on the work done and the people of thia and busy students rushing here and there
an infant. The reading added much to
cure
plants
from
him
at
a
very
reasonable
i'300-: Bay, $8.00,
city have reason to feel proud of their Pub- to look after some detail connected with
the eflect of the composition and wu
rate.
lic Schools. The examinations finished
the various exercises give onr flourishing
heartily applauded at the finish. Rev.
The lightning drill squad, of Co. F, the closing exercises of the 'Primary and city an extra bosinew appearance.
John Hoffman, of Baldwin, Wii., who
BITAIL.
The commencement proper opened with
M. S. T., of Grand Haven, in fall Zoaave Intermediate schools were held on last
graduated with the clau of 1871, contriThursday
morning.
These
exercises
conthe
examination!which commenced on buted "The Chronicles,” which were finely
uniform, will appear with the "Drummer
5L?00 l-*0 ; Coro, shelled.55c; Floor, Boy” at the Opera House next Wednesday sisted of songs, recitationsand dialogues. lut week Wednesday, reflecting with
wtd by Rot. A. A. Pfuuttahl, of Troy,
Apples, 80c; Beane,

$1.25; Butter, 12, 18c;
Eggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 30c.

<

Mark

successfully contend against the adversities incident to a

for the eastern district of

York.

work

as

performed

rests

on

a solid basis career of usefulness.

Learning

of the com- The prodnetionaof the little folks were credit both on the faculty and the atadenta. Mo. The paper gave a brief account of
listened to with interestby a largo nnm The anniversary of the Meliphone Society
plete Zouave drill movement!. Don’t fall
the members of the clau of *71 , their
her of visitors. Wo are lorry the! our wu held on lut week Friday night and
to see this feature of the entertainment.

evening. The

seed, $2.50.

=

drill consists

space forbide oar entering into ft deteiled
iby given tbit the

Bond

Sgjgjg
m

New

Holland, we uoderetand, la on the account of the exercises in
verge of ft war for the postmastenhip. we cannot refn
Two applications have already been filed that the noble
with CongressmftnComstock, one of
which has

hia

sanction.

We

are

ftiao In-

fer that posiUon of

saar
ingwaaei

will be forwarded end the velne of
C. J. 1>* Roo, Sec’,.

thill

each room, but

wu

largely attended. The Baccalaureate

_

•

•

gave the remains burial. _____
Keffler, who claimed to be acting under _
vine inspiration,attempted to murder his smaller than at a like period list jelr
]|dl!lH|J
wife with an ax.
Thomas Knott, of Dayton, Ky., leaped
The practicaldissolutionof the iron strike
or lockout at the West by means of mutual from a railway bridge into the Ohio River,
concessions is a credit to both employes
a distance of 105 feet He was unhurt, and
FOLLVND CITY. MICHIGAN.
and employers, and most of the idle Pittsswam leisurely to shore. He says he was
A hot-air balloon at Charleston,W. Va., burgh mills are or soon will be busy. The
iron and steel industriesshow no signs of not attempting suicide .... An insect called
caught fire while being inflated, and shot
improvement,and prices are unchanged. the dnmbiocastis committing ravages on
severalhundred feet into the air. when it The anthracite coal trade is duller than apple trees in Southwest Virginia,and trees
are dying by hundreds.
collapsed, William Patterson, the uaero- previously,and side-tracks along the lines
naut,” falling to the earth a lifeless mass. of the coal roads are filling np with loaded
Dispatches from Winnipeg state that
It was his first ascension....At Whites- cars. The bituminons trade is quite de“Big
Rear has served notice on Gen. MidGen. Gbant’s conditionis fair, sayi a burg, Ky., Link Banks, a notoriousout- moralized, so far as prices are concerned,
dleton,
giving him ‘foor days to leave the
dispatch from ML McGregor. The swell- law, who had killed three men this vear, owing to the competitionfrom newly decountry’
nnder penalty of death from bullwas
shot
dead
by
a
citizen
whose
life
he
veloped
fields.
The
wheat
market
is
dull
ing at his throat is of tmnsnal prominence,
while the interior of the throat is not mate- was attempting. A war between rival fao- and dragging, and it is becoming more dogs and mosquitoes. An escort has been
evident daily that the winter- wheat crop is sent by Middleton to bring the prisoners
rially different from its conditionthe day
to be a very short one. The damage since who escaped from Big Bear into camp at
he arrived at Mount McGregor.
May 1 has exceeded all precedent Dry- Fort Pitt They are nearly naked and half
Ex- Congressman8. 8. Cox. United
the first State Treasurer of Arkansas,died goods have been in moderate request, and famished. The Gros Ventres Indians, who
States Minister to Turkey, left New York at Little Rock at tne age of eighty-nine. the production of cotton fabricsin the East
had crossed from the United States to help
for Constantinoplelast week. The Hon. He established the Arkansas Gazette at promises to be resirioted. Wool is in light Poundmaker and Big Bear, have been
Little Rock in 1810.
demand and trades ore small Cotton con- driven back over the border. The DoSecretary A. H. Smith, of the Vic- tinues its downward coarse under light tak- minion Government will station 500
ings and the promise of onnnusua ly heavy monnted. police along the frontier to keep
toria Flouring Company, of St Louis,
yield.,.. The Indian exhibit at the New out cattle raidersfrom Montana."
foreign parte. Mr. Conkling goes to Carlswrites that he has received information Orleans World’s Fair will probably be prebad for a vacation. . .An action instituted
that in certainsections of Kansas they are sented to France. The United States GovIn an interview at Washington Repreto wind np the affairs of the South Penncutting the whe.it for feed.
ernment
exhibit
has
been
retimed
to
Washsentative
Morrison, of Illinois, said that he
sylvania Railroad syndicate,nnd for a disA murder trial at Fort Worth, Tex., was ington, 1,300 cars being requiredfor its purposed to introduce ano'.her tariff bill at
tributionof its property, is on frial before
Chief Jubtice Sedgwick, in New York. enlivened by a fight in which the counsel, transportation. A portion of this exhibit is the first session of the next Congress. “At
Counsel for plaintiff claim that the railroad Judge, and jury participated.- Henry Fur- to be turned over to the SmithsonianInstitution. ... .The Lutheran synod of the what time during the session?”was asked.
was built at a cost of $15,000,000,for which
man,
the leading counsel for the defense, United States held its sessions at Rockford, “As soon as I can get ready after Congress
$40,000,000 of securities were issued,in vioHI., 400 delegates being in attend- convenes," he replied. “Will the bill prolation of the laws of Pennsylvania. Among
ance.... The seventh annual conveu- vide for an horizontalreduction,as did the
the defendants are William H. Vanderbilt,
tion
the Business . Educators’ measure you introducedduring the last
William K. Vanderbilt, William C. Whit- them Lawyer Weare struck the peace:
a severe blow under the ear. The Judge Association
the United States Congress?" “They say they do not want a
ney, 8. B. Elkins, D. O. Mills, Andrew
retaliated and the fight became general, the and Canada will be held at Jackson- horizontalreduction. The truth is they do
Carnegie, J. D. Rockefeller,and Abram 8.
assistanceof the gentlemenof the jury be- ille, HI, from July 9 to 16.... At Far- not want a reductionof any kind. I will
Hewitt......Flames in Heermonce, Dickinson
mersville, La., Perry and William Mel- provide in the proposed bill for about such
A Co.’s nine-story storage warehouse,at ing required to separate the combatants.
ton, father and son, were hanged for a reduction in amount as I provided for in
the comer of Reade and Greenwich streets,
murder. William Morrow, white, was ex- my last bill
New York, did $100,000 damage. Fire at
____

fils

WS.

TUB SOOTH.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THEEAAxT

OUR
Cap*. T^

"

m

P0RTR AIT GALLERY,

JLJUxih, United State. Mar*
shal for the Northern IllinoisDistrict.

The fight over the Marshalship for the
NorthernDistrictof Illinois was of such a
lively character as to create an interestin
cal circles all over the count™.
by. Capt.
------ ick H. Marth, the succeissful
____
sful aspirant, whose portrait is herewith present
presented,
was bom in England on Sept. 7,, 1843,
__
1843, and
became a citizen of Oregon. HI., in 1855,
andat
-1 * ' '
County.

f ‘

1

___

Company H, _________ ^ _______
Ihfantry, but was discharged some timeafter, on account of sickness. In October*
in

.

of

of

mustered out at Baton Rouge, In.,
Jan. 20, 1866, having been in the
service four yean and eight months,
outbreakis said to be imminent during which time he was promoted toe.

WASHINGTON,

Newport, N. H., destroyed the Court House
Secretary Whitney last week transseveral other buildings, involving a
mitted to Attorney General Garland the relose of $70,000.
. .Cars on the Broadway
Surface Railroad,in New York, began run- port of the Board appointed to examine the

and

.

ning last Sunday. The old Broadway new
stages have been permanentlywithdrawn.
...

.New York’s imports of general mer-

chandise, exclusive of dry goods, last week
were $5,207,178 in value.

TUB WEST.

dispatch-boat Dolphin, with a request
to his duties and powers
in the premises. The Secretary declares
that the Dolphin is not what Congress
stipulatedfor and what should have been
obtained, and wishes to know whether the
Government has on its hands a broken
contract,or merely a bad bargain.
for an opinion as

The Utah and Wyoming Central Railroad, with a capital of $3,500,000,has been
incorporated at Salt Lake City. The line
will ran north to the shore of Great Salt
Lake, in Davis County, and there connect
with transfer boats. Another organization
will extend the road through .Wyoming,
where it is proposed to make connections
with the Chicago and Northwestern..,. A
dispatch from Sibley, Iowa, says “the loss by
the recent tornado, which extended over tea
counties, is estimatedto foot up fully
$700,000. In Cherokee County alone the
damage is said to be fully $200,000.There
have been, so far, thirteen reported killed,
seven dangerously wounded, and sixty more
or less injured. The storm was over one
hundred miles in extent”'....The second
annual convention of the German Veterans
was held at 8L Louis. Carl Winckler, of
Chicago, was re-elected President, and it
was decided to hold the next meeting at
Cincinnati.
. An oil well recently sunk at
Lima, Ohio, is flowing at the rate of six
barrelsan hour.

In pursuanceof the policy adopted by
Manning of cutting down ex-

Secretary

penses in the various bureaus of the Treasury Department wherever possible without
detriment to the public business, 300 persons employed as storekeepers, gaugers,
etc., in the internal revenue service have
been removed since March 20. The average per diem pay of these employes was
$4
A builetm upon the sugar industry
of the United States, prepared by Harvey
W. Wiley, chemist of the Department of
Agriculture, has been issued in pamphlet
form by the Commissioner of Agriculture.
It deals exhaustivelywith cane, beet,
sorghum, and maple sugars, giving statistics of manufacture, consumption, chemical analysis, methods of manufacture, and

—

1861, he re-enlistedin the Forty-sixth Illi-

nois Volunteer Infantry, and continued
steadily in the service until he wa*

ecuted at. Clarksville,Tenn., for the killing
An
of a negro. Charles Campbell and Henry
among
the Southern Cheyennes, located in
Etheridge, both colored, died on the gallows, the former at Point a la Hache., La., the [western port of Indian Territory,and
and the latter at Clinton,Ga. At Hamil- re-enforcementshave been sent to the garton, Ohio, the death penalty was inflicted
rison at Fort Reno. Gen. Augur recomnpon ueorge
George Schneider,
who took His
his
upon
ecnneiaer, wno
. ,
mother’s life last November.
A negro mend8 the appointment of a commission to
named Howard was lynched at Coshocton, ! investigatethe causes of the trouble. Gen.
Ohio, for a brutal assault upon two young ‘ Pope advises the War Department that unladies, one of whom will die.
T. J. [1®8S the Piute Indians are speedilyplaced on
CluveriuB, convicted of the murder of a reservationthere will be serious iroubles in
Fanny Lillian Madison, was sentenced at Southern Oregon .... Chicago elevatorsconRichmond, Va., to be hanged Nov. 30. The 1 hdn 14,874,727 bushels of wheat, 879,034
prisonerdeclared that he was an innocent , bushels of com. 409,988 bushels of oats,
and 40,592 bushels of rye; total, 16,204,341
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man.
Admiral Jouett’s

last dispatches in- i on^e!o,

0f a!1,kind8 of K™11-

K^g^prominent St

dicate that there Till be more serioa,trouble
in Central America soon unless somethiog \ ena,

;

Hel-

failed for $236,000, with assets

$181,000. Indorsements for friends
lively that the administrationis determined’ 08086(1
. .The fever which
not to permit irresponsiblepersons in any i ?50ur§, -Vmouth, P*-* k®8 broken out in
country to Endangerthe lives and property
‘h0.vulage of BeaHsTille,
Beallsville,Monroe Cc
nronartv< “6fUlaS®®f
County,
is done to prevent

iL

Cal,

It is stated authorita-

A® ^Jer

secorganizations against the local govern- tion of Lower Michigandamaged corn and
ments. President Cleveland holds that other crops.

the

preservation of

the

dignity

nno

of The
_______
Marquis of Salisbury, after ulxulvl.
numerrniiioi.iiij> uivvji

Captaincy. Captain Marsh was a member
of the Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth
General Assemblies. In 1869 he formed a
tership with his brother, Charles F.
ih, and opened a book and stationery
store nnder the firm name of Marsh Bros.,
until about 1870, when he retired, and some
time later was appointed express agent. In
1870 and 1871 be was Town Clerk of Oregon. As Sheriff of Ogle County he has
given
satisfaction, and is very popular
with
constituents.
The Late

Sir Julia.

Benedict

Sir Julius Benedict, the famous composer, whose death recently occurred at
London, Eng., will be remembered by many

Americansas the gentlemanwho accompanied Jenny Lind to this country in 1850.
He was bom in Stuttgartin November, 1804.
where Hummel, the great piano virtuoso or
the time, became his tutor. When seventeen years of -age he was token in hand by
Weber, who came to regard him as his son.
In 1823, on Weber’s recommendation,ho
was intrustedwith the leadership of the Vienna opera. On leaving Weber he went to

« n
coherences with the Queen, finally
States should exercise a proper degree of , conBehea to undertake the task of forming
influencein the affairs of other states.
. ! a GovernmentFollowing is n list of the
modem improvements.
C. Arthur Preller,who was supposed to new Cabinet: Prime Minister and SecreAccording to Washington dispatches, have been murdered at a St. Louis hotel,
the report that the Austriau Government is earned a heavy life insurance in an English tary for Foreign Affaire,the Marquis of
___ r„
________
_ Salisbury;First Lord of the Treasury, Sir
which
his _____________
relativesare anxious
unwilling to receive Mr. Keiley as Minister company,
to
collect
The
company,
however,
refuse
i Stafford Northcote;Chancellor of the Exis generally credited in diplomatic circles
there. It is not thought, however, that the to settle the claim without more evidence, ! chequer, Sir Michael E. Hicks-Beach;Lord
Sioux City (Iowa) dispatch: “So far as administrationis particularly concerned and advance the theory that the body High Chancellor,Sir Hardinge Gifford;
known twenty lives were lost and over fifty about the matter. The President,it is found in tjie trunk was that of a med- ' Lord President of the Council, Viscount
ical college “subject,"p’aced there by Max- Cranbrook; Lord of the Privy Seal, the
persons severely injured by the recent de- stated, regarded Mr. Keiley as a blunder,
| Earl of Harrowby; Secretary for the Home
but
chose
to commission him for personal wellandPreller.andthatthelatterisalive....
structivestorms in Iowa, and the estimated
Capt.
Couch,
the
leader
of
the
Oklahoma
| Department, Sir Richard Assheton Cross;
and political reasons. If Austria refuses to
aggregate loss of property in the State is
receive him, no internationalcomplications boomers, thinks that the commission ap- ' Secretary for the Colonial Department,
about $700,000, much of which falls upon
pointed by President Cleveland to consider Colonel Frederick Stanley;Secretary for
are likely to ensue, our own Government
Jarmers in the western and northern por- having exercised the same right in more the question of throwing open the Okla- j War, , the Bt Hon. William Henry
tions of the State, whose homes and crops
homa tract to settlement will make a favor- ! Smith; Secretary of State for India, Lord
than one instance.
were literallyscattered to the winds. Deaths
able report at an early day, and that the Randolph Churchill; First Lord of the Adin Cherokee County are reported so far
land will at once be occupied by squatters miralty, Lord George Hamilton; President
POI4TTCAI*
to the number of ten.* The killed
before it is officially opened. The boom- j of the Local GovernmentBoard, Arthur
in Plymouth County number four. A large
era’ camp near Caldwell at present contains James Balfour; Presidentof the Board of
The Presidenthas appointed William about 350 people. When Capt. Couch is- Trade, the Duke of Richmond and Gordon;
Humber were injured more or less seriously. There wore many miraculousescapes L. Bancroft to be Collector of Customs sues his call he expects to have it answered Vice Presidentof the Council the Hon. Naples and conductedthe opera at the Saint
from death and injury. A good deal of for the district of Port Huron, Mich.;
thousands. If the commission Edward Stanhope;Lord Lieutenant of Ire- Carlo. • In 1835k he went to Paris, where ho
stock was killed. Chickens were slain by
should
report unfavorablythe colonistsland, the Earl of Carnarron;Lord Cbm- fell in with Rossini, Meyerbeer,Bellini,
Israel Lawton to be Superintendent
of the
Donizetti,Auber, and others. The same
the hundreds, while' hail beat the growing
Mint of the United States at San Francis- will again invade the Territory. ... cellor of Ireland, Right Hon. Edward Gibcrops into the ground in various parts of
The Wood Crees are reportedto have left , son. . .Russian emissaries are actively en- vear he went to England and adopted it as
co, Cal.; A. L. King, of Arkansas,to be
his home. In 1836 he took change of the
the country. The injury to orchards and
Receiver of Publio Moneys at Harrison, Big Bear’s camp with the white prisoners,gaged in establishing friendly relations
groves is somethingthe country cannot rewhom they will take to Fort Pitt and sur- with the mountain tribes of Afghanistan ____ London Opera Bouffe at the Lyceum TheaArk.; William F. Howland to be Collector
cover from in years. The wonder is that
render. Otter is hot on the hostiles’ trail *i Prince William, a grandson of the German ter. He led the Drary Lane orchestra at
of Customs for the district of Beaufort, N.
there were not more killed and wounded.
If he recovers the prisoners, Gen. Middle- Emperor, will, it is said, succeed the late the time of the production of the great
C., and John A. Richardson for the disOver 600 claims for damages have already
ton will trust to starvation to reduce the Baron von Manteuffelas Governor of Al- Balfe'soperas. When Jenny Lind decided,
trict of Pamlico, N. C. The following
been filed with agents in Le mars alone, and
savages to subjection. . .The recent severe sace-Lorraine. . .Seven persons were killed to come to America she invited Sir Julius
postmastershave been appointed by the
it is thought the number will reach 1,000 in
storm on the Newfoundland coast wrecked and forty wounded by a boiler explosion at Benedict to be her pianist and general diPresident:
the county. It falls heavily upon J. 8. Burns, at Dayton, Wash. T. ; Henry Holl- many vessels, destroyed much property, i Tnrcoing,near| Lille, France ____ There is rector. Returning to London, no became
several of the State companies,".... berir, at Jackeon, Ohio: J. O. Johnson, at Pea- and a number of lives were
no longer any interruption to trafficon the manager of Her Majesty’s Theater, and
Reports from the Indian Territory state body, Kan : John Hartley, at Henry, HI ; John
Suez Canal. ...Emperor William, who is afterward at Drary Lane.
that Bill Williamson, Pete Moore, and W. Duncan, at Bonham, Tex.: Samuel W.
now at Ems, is reported in excellenthealth.
Shields, at Morristown,Tenm : Mrs. Julia Goer,
FOBEieiV.
George Moritz Ebera.
Geo. Morgan, members of a gang of des- at New Castle, Ind. ; Nathan Wait, at Kingman,
peradoes and horse and cattle-thieves, were Kan. ; J. P. Cook, at Kenton. Ohio; W. E. LawGeorge Moritz Ebers is chiefly known to
News of the loss of the French gunTHE MARKETS.
captured by a vigilance committee near rence, at Sing Slmr, N. Y.; William H. Swan, at
American readers as the author of a series
boat Reynard his been confirmed. The
Healton, and hanged to a tree. Othof historic romances,among which “The
NEW YORK.
er members of the gang are being
Egyptian Princess” and “Uorda” have
x., >t. u. u.iuvAi>(ir,tttv/ttiiiuriuKf.uuiu,
vice Reynard foundered in the terrible cyclone Beeves .....
.....
$3.50 @ d»75
pursued,and will be lynched if caught D. D. Taylor, suspended; Wm. J. Whipple, at which recently swept the Gulf of Aden. Hoos .............................4.00 $ 4.75
thrown a nineteenth century irradiation over
Ex- Senator James W. Nesmith died at Winona, Minn, vice Daniel Sinclair,snspended; Every one on board— 127 persons—per- Wheat— No. 1 White ...... ...... lw $ L03
that mysterious land of the Sphinx, which
No. 2Re<L .............. 1.O1H01.O2H has been so long enveloped in truly EgypDerry, Polk Countv, Ore., aged sixty-five. J. W. Sherman,at Osceola,Iowa, vice W. J. ished.
A (mew. snsp ;n tied; Charles O. McCreedy,at
COBN — No. 2 ...................... *55 $ .56
His end was peaceful, and death was ns if Ballston.N. Y..vice E. F. Grose, suspended;
tian darkness. These romances, however,
A
St.
Petersburg
newspaper
pubOATS-WhltO
.................. 40 & .45
sinking to sleep. He was a pioneer of 1843, Daniel w. Krisher, at North Manchester, Ind.,
were but the accidental sequence of previPOBX-New Mess. ................1U5 $1175
and achieved national fame as the great vice Shelby Sexton, suspended: Ker Boyce, at lishes the statement that the Ameer of Lard ...............................0614$ .07
ous yean of patient investigation,which
Augusta,
Ga..
vice
W.F.
Holden,
snspended:
Democraticwar Senator from 1861 to the
CHICAGO.
Afghanistan has massed nearly all his
added his name to the list of distinguished
Robert P. Menefee, at Bozeman, Montana, vice
close of the war.... The area of com in E. C. Anderson, snspended : Bnren S. Wasson, troops in Afghon-Turkestannnder his own Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.00 $6.00
Egyptologists.“The Ebers Papyrus”is ths
Good Shipping ......... 5.00 0 5.50
Illinois is much larger than last season, es- at Laporte, Iowa, vice J.B.Btebbins, suspended.
second in extent and the first in preservaButchers. .............. 4.50 $5.00
command. A portion of the Ameer’s troops
Concerning the causes of the suspensions, the
peciallyin the wheat sections of the State.
Hogs ..... . ...................
4.00 $4.10
Associated Press furnishes the following :] The is armed with 3,000 breech-loading rifles FLOim-Kihcy Red Winter Ex . 6.25 0 5.50
Insects have damaged the growing plant Postmaster at Bozeman was suspended upon ond fifteen field guns, which were present. Prime to Choice Spring. 4.00 0 4.60
quite seriously in many portionsof the the report of the Inspector showing gross care- ed by the Indian Government It is feared
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............so & .00
State, and the season has been too cold for lessness in the management of the office. The
that there may be trouble in case the Rus- Cobs— No. ...................... 47 & .48
Postmasters at Winona, Minn.; Osceola, Iowa;
com to make its usual growth.
OAT8-N0. ...................... 32 & .84
and Laporte City. Iowa; North Manchester, sian troops should move toward the Oxns Rye-No. 2 ........................ 63 0 .65
News comes from Fort Lewis, Colo., Ind.: Cambridge, 0.; Augusta,Ga.; and Balls- River ..... One hundred and fifty lives were BaBLET— No. .................... 46 0 .48
ton, N. Y., were suspended upon proofs of acta lost by the recent colliery explosion near Butteb— Choice Creamery ....... 16 0 .17
that six Ute Indians have been killed in the
of partisanshipwhile in offiee. These acta
Fine Dairy..... ......... 14 0 .16
Dolores Valley by whites, and that the were of varions kinds. Some were editors Manchester,England.
Cheese— Full Cream .............. 07 0 .08
as well aa Postmasters,and their newsi apers
“The
English
Ministry
squabble
seems
Light
Skimmed ...... .. .03 0 .04
Chief of the tribe demands satisfaction or In some cases since as well as before the elecEoos— Fresh ...................... 11 $ .12
to
have
reached
something
like,
a
deadtion
have
contained
scurrilous
and
Indecent
athe will retaliate.
Four Indians wero
.

the American nation must be secured
at all hazards, and that the United
.
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killed at Rossfork Agency, Idaho. The
trouble was occasioned by a couple of Bannocks, who had been depredatingon the

Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 2.25 0 3.00
tacks upon officers of the Government, as well
lock,” says a cable dispatch of June 22. POBK-Mess ......................
10.00 010.50
as malignancy of politicalfeeling toward their
LABD .............................6.50 0 6.75
adversaries in general. In some cases it has “The Tories are indisposed to take office
TOLEDO.
also been established that the Postmasterskept
Wheat-No. Q Red ..... :. ........ 93
.94
hanging in the postoffleethe political placards unless the Liberalswill give assurance
Cobn-No.2 ....................... 48
.60
of one party and refuted to permit those of that they will help them carry on the GovOats— No. 2.... ........... ... .34
.88
the other party to be there displayed, these ernment, and the Liberals are indisposed

agency stock. Learning that they were
about to be arrested for their thefts they drew
the Indian police from the agency, opening placards being sometimes Indecent pictures
fire upon them, killing two and wound- or cartoons nnllt for the eyes of respectable pering a third, the others escaping. Later in sons. In other cases the Postmasters wero
shown to have been efficient politicalagents of
the day about 200 police surrounded the their party; members of its working committhieves near the agency and riddled them tees in Its organization,well known in It as
with bullets.—Advices from the Indian such, and taking a particular part In the conduct of electionbusiness, often to the ImpairTerritory say there has been a feeling of
ment of their performance of the duties of the
alarm the last few weeks at Darlington, the office In several of the cases politicalnotices,
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, on ac- circulars,and newspapers of the opposite pocount of transferringtroops from the Fort litical partv were shown to have been detained
Reno garrison,which left the agency in the postoffice.
entirely defenseless.The Indians are
in a moody temper, and an outbreak
is feared. ...A dispatchfrom Cincinnati,
T^e number of business failures in the
Ohio, reports the finding of $75,000 in
United
States and Canada during the past
gold and silver coin hidden in the walls of a
bouse on Court street, recently occupied by seven days was 226, an increase of ninea liquor-dealer named Schertz, who died teen over the preceding week. Telegrams
the other ‘
to Bradstreet’sfrom the larger cities
poor man,
throughout the United States continue the
Heleftam
record of almost uniform summer dullnees.
the money was hidden,
.
At a few of the smaller cities there has
Ohio, a Polish potter been an improved demand for loans, nota‘ the dead body of
bly at Detroit,
.
............
At the larger
ger trade <centers
. and was about to the reverse
____ kiln- for cremation, of _ ________
citizens interferred and to mo re the
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0
0
0
0
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any such assurance, naturally feel- Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 88
.89
ing that,' as the Tories have
......................
21
their methods and charged Mr. Gladstone
...... ................ ?? ^ *2?
with incapacity,they should take the ma Babley-No. ................
.64
.56
chine ana run it themselves. The Tories
Pobk-Mcss ................... 10.00 10.50
T
ST. LOUIE
in the House of Lords meanwhile have
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 1.01 0102
postponedaction on the redistributionbill
—a dodge
lodge which looks more like the scheme
scheme ' OAT8-Mlxed.
OATS-Mlxed......................
.. .'.'.V. *.
. .33
33 & .34
_ _ Ohurohill
____ __ __ than
____ of the
__ _Marquis
,
— 0 .02
of Randolph
£**•••• ........................... «o
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-- if
HAY-Tlmothv ...................
14.00 016.00,
of finltoknvTT
Salisbury, and are -now holding
......
•••••••a •••••«••••••AV«W (&1L00
the heads of the Liberals as a menace to
CINCINNATL
compel them to give the required
...............
x.„.
Wheat— Na 2 Red....
........... *.»»
l.eo ^
01.02
anoes. The deadlock is an interesting
48 ® -W
as it stands, with the chances favoring
jg S *?!
Tories. In the politicalbluff they appeal Pobx-M es»
!! 10] 50 0ii!oo
to hold the strongest hand. "....bishop
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tion of all the Egyptian hadwritings
to

us.

It contains

known*

a complete manual of

Egyptian medicineof the sixteenthcentury
before Christ. Among the curious presciptions herein contained is a recipe for hairdye ascribed to Teta, mother of one of the
earliest kings of Egypt The original of thia
i* now the property of the UniversityLibrary at Leipsic, a copy of which Mr. Ebers
laid before the Congressof Orientalistsin>
London, in 1874. “ The Egyptian Prinoess "
extensive Irish emiwation,and says that OAre-Na 2 White ................
.38)4 appeared in 1863. A severe illness, resultthe change to America with many meant 1 Pdhk— New Mess ................11.75 0112s
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--MID MERRY ROAR OF GUNS,

Tive Black Fienda Lynched in Fair France’s Great Statne of
Texas for a Most HorLiberty Receives a Welrible Crime.
come
ie Most Rojral

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Thk

THE DEATH BOLL

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

following bills were passed by the Sen-

ate on the uth Inst: To enroll as
volunteers the Michigan men who served In the
First New York Artillery: to regulatethe transit of Texas cattlethrough this State; amend5* to* atatute relative to Probate Courts:
amehdlng the statuterelative to the service of
P™**® o tv railway companies so that service on
station agents will suffl.e;and authorisingthe
traniler of transcripts of Judgment from one
Justice to another. The bill relativeto the
transit of Texas cattle through thia State prowvere penalties for not shipping snob
Pottle
----- In separate^ cars
vmia and
auu herding
uciwiUK them
IUBUI by
UY
themselvesThe House worked all day In com-

—From
Official

Number of Deaths
the Union Army During

Record

1m

of the

hay

$18 to $18 per ton is the price of

at Flint

—Harrison has voted to bond

the Rebellion.

itself

in

$7,000 for water-works.

—There are forty-eight Arbe tor Bund
[Washington special.]
•societiesin the State, with an ag^ragato
Twenty years have passed since the dose of membership of 4,660.
a Sketch ted Portrait of the
the dvll wsr, and now, at last, a careful official
Sculptor.
—Hiram Way, a well-known farmer, aged
record of the number of deaths that occurred
In the Union army has been made, A little more 83 years, waa killed by a team of runaway
than twdve months ago, on the 2d of June, 1884, horses at Whlgville, Genesee County.
The French war-shipIsere with the Bartholdi
S'
* ,*ri'
Gen. Drum directed Mr. J. W. Kirkley, an exstatne on board was escorted up the harbor to
periencedstatisticianof the Adjutant General’a
—Out of a school census of 1,623, over
Bedloe's Island, New York, on the 10th of June,
begin the compilationof this record,
Thk following bills passed the Senate on the
1,800 children have been enrolled in the
with
the
aid
of
ten
clerks.
A
minute
and
exby an Imposing naval procession,one hundred 16th Inst: For water-works and a board of pubhaustive explorationof all attainableofficial Lndington schools during the year to date.
steamersand yaohta being in line. The shipping lic works at Battle Creek; to amend the act reldocuments has now produced a table of statisin the harbor was gayly decorated, and enthusi- ative to the delivery of grain by railroadcom- tics which far surpasses in completenessany-Joseph M. Babcock, who died in Bosastic multitudeslined the shores of Long Island paniei;appropriatingswamp land to improve titing on the subject hitherto existing.
ton
Township, Genesee County, recently,
To state the grand reaolt at the outset, the
and New Jersey. The Isere dropped anchor lands In Ingham County; to prohibit teachen
table ahowa a total of 9,863 deaths of commis- had been a resident of Michigan since
amid the thundering
of cannons, the blowing
wv
Jt
— ”
sioned officers and 849,918 deaths of enlisted
linlockod,
surmised of whistles, and *tue
playing of bands. Two or pupils using tobacco on school premises: to
““king an aggregate of 369,496 deaths
the troth. He ran to town, gathered half a hours later the French naval offleera landed at authorize purchase of a bridge across Saginaw
River, Saginaw County; making anapproprla- among the Union foices. The period induded
dozen
— - of his friends,and
aUU bet
began a search. the Battery and were escorted by a military tion for improvementsat the State
in the record is, for the regular troops, the in— Two fishermen, Henry and Benjamin
-Near the doorway of his residence,in the processionto the City Hall, where a banquet 1 be House bill to abolish the convict oon- terval between AprlliB, 1861, and August 1,
was given, Mayor Oraoe presiding.
Vincent,
were instantlykilled by lightning
tract labor syst
was passed to third 1865, for a portion of the volunteers It is prosoft mud, were visible the tracks of two
longed beyond the latter date untU the muster at Big Book, nine miles southwest of Mackreading.
The
Senate
Committee
on
Appropriamen with large, broad feet. Between these
The Statue's History.
tions and Finance presented a statement show- out of each organization.It will be rememtracks was the delicateimprint of a
mg the estimatedState expendituresfor 1883 to bered that the Iron hiss In Mexico and other jnaw City.
"woman s foot When the poor hnsband
be $1,091,499.90:for 880, $795,975:estimatedre- causes occasionedthe retention of some volun—Cold water’s assessed valuation is $3,ceipts for 1885, other sources than taxation teers in the service after the downfall of the
saw this he fell on his knees and asked
first steps were taken In the matter by a
$19.moo;fer 1886. $190,100. The House passed Confederacy. Indeed, as Mr. Kirkley notes,
683,310, on which the tax is two and a half
God to kill him. He knew what the tracks the
body of distinguished
Frenchmen, enthusiastic House bills to protect the health, comfort, and the last white volunteerorganization was dlameant. Dogs were quickly given the scent, lovers of liberty,whom its oriainator and crea- safety of persons employed In shops and banded November 18, 1867, and the last col- mills on the dollar for city purposes and
and at 2 o'clockin the moniing, through tor then InterestedIn his noble conception. factories; mending the statute lelalve ored regiment December 20, 1867, while the half a mill for public library support
tte aid of the animals, the body of Mrs. These gentlemen formed themselvesinto a so- to the probate of wills; amending the last officer of the volunteer general staff was not
ciety called the Union Franco-Amerloaine do
highway laws; prohibitingthe nse of mustered ont until July l, 1809.
—Dr. Goucher, of Nashville, is having
Hazell was found about a mile from the France, and held a banquet Nov* 6, ifTflL general
Yet, careful as the examination of the recorda
tobacco by teachers and scholars In and about
house, and only twenty-five yards from to Inaugurate the ftoject M. Bartholdi1! school-rooms and grounds; and to place
been, one lack renders it still far from commounted a five-pound calf, born at Castlethe main road. She was nude, and lying design was enthusiasticallyapproved, and a statne of GeneralLewis Cass in the gallery at plete. The death registers of aome of the largest Prisons at the South, used for the confine- ton, Barry County. It is perfectly formed,
Tipon her face. The jugular vein had been r. nbsonption for tie erection of Washington.Also Senate bills anthorlzlng the
begun. The city of Paris subscribed mustering of military companies at Menominee, ment of Union soldiers, are missing. For the and believed to be the smallest calf ever
severed with n common knife. Along M,ow), and In five years France had subscribed, Muskegon,Detroit, Jackson, and Grand Rap- prisons at Amerlous,Atlanta. Augusta.Charlesher choeks were visible great gashes made chieflyIn small sums, the $260,000 necessaryfor Jds; junendlng the law relative to damages for ton, Lynchburg, Macon, Marietta, Mobile, Mont- born.
with a dull knife, and around her neck was this purpose. Another banquet was then hold injurlei received on defective sidewalks;and gomery, Savannah. Shreveport,and Tyler, the
—The university will be the recipientof
the French capita], at which an address to amending the law relative to punishment for reglsteis have not been secured at all, and the
a dark, blsck circle, as though she had been in
the people of the United States was adopted, libel and slander. The Attorney General re- importanceof these prisons Is weU known. Only
a collectionof rare arctic plants,made by
hanged. Near the body was found a pair recalling the alliance of France with this
partial
recorda
were
had
from
the
prisons
j'waw**
v/ivy jjlULUaft
ported vuv
the susaaiuu
Marine City
Mutual JuttlTiaMO
Marriage AS80*
Asso«f men’s diawers, and 300 yards away was tion in the canse of liberty during the Revolu- elation to be a delusion and a snare, and was orEdward Israel, of the Greely expedition,
tion anr War, and embodying sentimentsexpres- dered by resolution to wind np the affairsof the
found a man’s undershirt As soon as the
and by his wish sent to Professor M. W.
sive of their hearty accord in the maintenance concern.
Sheriff arrived from Palestine,some twelve of democraticprinciples of government. Work
limrter- Harrington.
miles distant, a rigid examination was com- on the colossal statne was promptly begun un'*DUC‘-1 me*™, civeu ay air. lurxloy, baa
Both houses did a large amount of work off
in many Southern prisons three or four
menced. Over twenty negroes were imthe dosing day of the sesalon— Wednesday, shown,
—The residence of United States Judge
oorpees of Union prisoners were sometimes
lto dc,‘'ner- wl10
mediately arrestedand examined. The body
J une 17. The following bills passed the Senate :
buried in the same trench, and [the number of
Brown, of Detroit, was robbed by a burgof the dead woman revealed the fact
Its Site.
The general appropriationbill; Honse bill con- graves only Imperfectly indicates the number of
that she had been repeatedly out- Springingnp from the waters of New York solidating the managementof State Prisons and dead. Even In this most Imperfect record the lar of watches and jewelry valued at $1,000.
center of the *
*
mged. The theory of the officers Bay, near the vein**
harbor,
and corn- abolishing the contract system: Honse bll number or Union soldiers known to have died The robber awakened the jurist, and sevin captivity was close upon ao,ooo-in exact figwas that after ontragingthe woman the manding an unobstructed view out through the amending the act relative to mechanics' liens; ures, 29,498. Tlio late Investigation,we may add, eral shots were exchanged,but the intruder
Narrows to the ocean, Bedloe'a Island Is an
fiends, fearing they had been recog- especially favorable site for the erectionof a
escaped Unhurt
nized, determinedto kill her. After mur- beacon-light that shall at once guide the marreoord,°*
to a safe haven and symbolize to the emldering her they attached a rope around her iner
—In additionto Governor Alger’s $200
rrvo n r wHaw* A
_
___ •
a,ri” from
to the liquor tax; House Joint resoln
donation toward the $10,000 HillsdaleCol.tion amending the constitutionrelative to
Officers.Enll8ted
men. gate.
“ unnK.ng mm miner. The island salariesof State officers;Honse bill rellege is trying to raise, Mr. and Mrs. Wi^
108,678 110,038
jama ui n puuuo roaa aooutll Itself Is much larger than appears either from ative to the confinementof prisoners
®Mdof0rd2,6^,.W0Bnd*-S3 221,791 224,586 Carleton each gave $100, and R. L. Stillo’clock at night Over a hundred persons the New York shore or from the litbogrenhio In the Detroit Honse of Co motion; Honse bill Drowned
................ | io*
4,888
4.944
traveled the road that same night. In the Pictures of statne and Island which have re- to dear Swan Lake, In Midland Connty. The Other aeoidental deaths.. 142
8.972
4,114 man, of Minneapolis, $500. Others brought
general appropriation bill proviso was smended
cently been scatteredover the country. It has
Murdered
.................
37
an a a 4a -- --- AU— ------ ---- ___
a
house of Andy Jackson, a negro near by,
487
624 the sum up to $5,000.
five ®cres, and will doubtless so as to spread the sum required over six
Killed after cantors ...... 14
88
100
was found a rope clotted with blood and be a delightful breathing place for the city resi- years, $54,207to be appropriatedeach year, the Committed suicide ....... 28
3G5
891
approprlat to be In 1886. Resolutions
flrat appropriation
—A man eighty years old, named Forbes,
hair, and also a white sheet with a woman’s dent, and a Mecca to the wonder- huntingconn- nrst
Executed
.................
287
267
tar visitor, when it has received the last beau- thanking the L
LieutenantGeneral for his 00 urfootprint upon it. Andy Jackson, Frank
Executed by enemy ..... 4
$0
64 was instantlykilled by an extra passengertesyand
efflde
tifying tenchesof the Pedestal Committee and tesy
and effldency
were passed unanimously,
Died from sunstroke. .... 5
Hayes, Sam Collins,George Henry, Will- Is returnedto the Government
808
813
and Mr. Bottare rearpndedlnagraceful
led In a graceful speec
speech.
train going south on the Grand Rapids and
1.972
2,034
The foundation on which the pedestal Is to President pro tem. Belknap ana other officers Other knewn causes ..... 02
^am t^d^8'
°ther negroes were rest Is a vast mass of gravel and sand and Ume. were similarly complimented. The Senate then Causes not stated ........ 28
12,093
12,121 Indiana Road, at Nottawa. He tried to get
ninety-onefeet wjuare at the base, sixty-seven adjourned sine die. The following bills passed
Jrot*1' ................ H.584 849,912 869,496 across the track ahead of the train, and was
the Honse: Senate bill amending laws relative
Eandciph Hnwli, living on the ontakirta
Of Elkhart, Texas, attended a village dance
•*ys a dispatch from that place. His wife,
only twenty- three years old, had intended
Accompanying him, but at the last moment
changed her mind and retired with her two
otaldren,telling her husband to go to the
<hmce and have a good time. When Hazell
.returned about midnight he entered his
'wife s chamber, intending to wake her and
gossip about the dance. He found the two
Jittle children sleeping,but the mother was
gone. Striking a light, the husbind soon
•discovered that his wife’s clothing was
ell there, end, finding the front door
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vacant Store-room, which was heavily
The Statne Itself.
guarded by twenty Deputy Sheriffs. DurThe statne itself Is 151 feet high, made of coping the progress of the inquest at one per and iron, and weighs nearly 200 tons An
place in the village another examination, elevator and a stairwaywill ascend from th«
base of the pedestal np through the statne to
looking to identificationof the guilty the head, whence 4he stairway will continue
parties, was going on before Justice Parke.

through the upliftea arm to the torch held la
In the Coroner's coart twelve suspected tb° hand. Upon the small balcony bethe torch there Is standingroom
negroes were examined separately. In- neath
for fifteen persona. The height of tkL
vestigation developed the fact that the entire affairIs reckoned as follows:: Heig?
negro Andy Jackson, near whose house the
nude body of Airs. Hazell was found, had
been refused water out of the Hazell well
It seems that Andy Jackson'swife had
been in the habit of going to the well
oarly drawing water. Fearing prolonged
oronght recently,Mrs. Hazel] objected
to Jackson's using so much water. This
cost the poor woman her life. In her

to railroad fences: Senate bill relative to inspection of Jails;Senate bill revisingthe laws
for the Incorporation of manufacturing companies; Senate bill relative to the law of libel
Dr. H. B. Baker, Secretaryof the State Beard
of Health, presenteda memorial refuting the
charges made upon him In the report of Mr.
Dodge, of the House Investigating Committee.
A resolution to lend State tents to the Knights of

Pythias encampmentat Kalamazoo, passed.
Resolutions of thanks were passed* to the
Speaker, Clerk; PostmasterJosephineBoblnson,
and the keeper of the cloak-rooms,W. Tomlin
son. Adjourned sine die. The
nomi
-AUO following
lUllUTTUlti U
nationsby the Governor were confirmed by the
Senate In executive session: Members of the
Advisory Board of Pardons-For four years,
Henry C. Wiener and Geo. R. Richards,of .Detroit; for two years, Albert M. Henry! of Detroit, and Chester Warrlner, of Jackson. To Be
Members of the Board of Pharmacy—Ottmar
Eberbaoh, of Ann Arbor, vice ChristianEberbach, resigned.
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It

being ex-
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for the burglars and

come

to Detroit for a living. In a place so

or less

compel them to

much

cannot be of
moral

in a

troit every additional

Savage!

one

city like

counts.

De-

— Free

Press.

S**

h whirli

tar, possibly fatally.

warm

burglar more

«e

c'.!

anas by the

and

the head,

thoroughly steeped in crime as Chicago a

i

*•

to the ground,

unneighborlyact in the
Mayor of Chicago to make the city too

Work?'

*%;*»**

men

both were horribly bnrned about

—It was an

—

£°u

between two buildingsthe staging broke,
precipitating the

face, and

blindness,was certainly unacquainted
with writing for literary purposes. The
«viu uwj.ni mory. one said ner motner,
ancient inhabitantsof Germany, as dewhose name was also Lizzie,and her father,
scribed by Tacitus, were equally igno- Andy Jackson, hatched the plot to murder
rant of the art of writing as a vehicle of
• Mrs. Hazell. Learning that Hazell would
literature; yet, for all that, we could
attend a dance, her father went ont, and renot
say, with
Gibbon,\ that with them
1,,
----------turned with three colored men, named
the
nobler
faculties
of the mind had
Frank Hayes, Joe Norman, and William
lost their powers, the judgment had beBogen. These men and her father,Lizzie
come feeble, and the imagination lanfaid, committed the crime.
guid. And as we find that the use of
At this point Lizzie’s mother was brought
in and confronted with her daughter’s conletters is by no means an indispensable
fession. The mother broke down and
element to true civilization,we should
supple men ted the confession with sickenprive at the same conclusioniu examining details. She said she accompaniedthe
ing almost every discovery which has
men to Mts. HazelTs house, and showed
been pointed out as a sine qua non of
them where her bed stood. After they had
civilized life. Every generationis apt
carried their victim some distance from the
to consider the measure of comfort
house they threw her on the ground, and
which it has reached as indispensable
while Andy Jackson held a pistol at her
to civilized life, but very often, in small
bead each of the other three brutes outI raged the poor victim. Mrs. Jackson con- M base of foundation above high-water as well as great things, what is called
fessed that she stood by and saw the out^ark. S feet; height of foundation- mass, 58 civilized to-day may be called barbarrages perpetrated.“After this," said the
ous to-morrow. Races who abstain
black woman, “we killed her and dragged torch several feet above the pinnacleof Trinity from eating the flesh of animal q are apt
her body to the place where it was found.* Chnrch spire, the loftiest edifice in the city
to look on carnivorous people as savAs soon as the Coroner’s jury learned of proper, and makes it nearly as high as the
the confessions they immediately returned water-tower on the bluff near High Bridge, ages; people who abstain from intoxiwhich is the highest point above the sea-level
* verdict in accordance with the same. At to the city. An Incomparablybeautifulview cating drinks naturallydespise a nation
1 o’clock next morning the verdict was gen- will be had of the harbor, the city, and the sur- in which drunkenness is prevalent.
•erally known on the streets, and squada of rounding country from the apex of the statne. What should we say if we entered a
waiting white men began to form into comtown in which the streets were neither
The Sculptor.
panies. All day and night teams from the
paved nor lighted, and in which the
•country had been arriving, bringing men
windows were without glass; where we
with long guns. At 2 o’clock fully 600
^ . L“i8rtT Enlightening tW saw no carriages in any of the thoroughhas been shaped, waa bom at Cc
> in line. Hot a single negro was to be
fares, and where, inside the houses, laanywhere. The mob marched to the
dies and gentlemen might be seen eatsroom where the prisoners were ooning
without forks and wearing garments
r led. At first the Deputy Sheriffswere
that had never been washed ? And yet
inclined to show fight, when the leader
'notified them that it was useless. "We
even in Paris no street was paved be11 kill every one of you, if it is necessary,
fore 1185. In London Holborn was
order to hang those brutes,” said the
first paved in 1417 and Smithfield in
*dep That settled it. The mob came in
1614, while Berlin was without paved
J picked ont the negroes above named,
streets far into the seventeenthcentury.
nding Andy Jackson and his wife lazNo houses had windows of glass before
With their five victims the mob
the twelfth century, and as late as the
ohed about a^mile, until near the very
fourteenthcentury anything might be
where the \murder and outrage were
thrown ont of window at Paris after
nitted. There, near a negro ohuroh,
three times calling out “Gare Pean!”
the limbs of a big tree the five brutes
This aygreaate of nearly 860,009 death* of
strung up. They were asked no quesShirts were an invention of the .cruUnion eoldlcr* mnst be mpplementedby a like
». and given no time to pray. It seemed
sades, and the fine dresses which ladies
record of Confederate Boldier*.In order to find
though the mob could not get them
and gentlemen wore during the middle the real nnmber of victim* to the war in both
quick enough.
armies.
Then the naval deaths must also be
ages were hardly ever washed, but
ascertained and added. Many a soldier and
only refreshed from time to time with wmmv*
sailor auvv
met a fate ataviu
more vaitoucv*
dreaded than
VUMU UfttUl
death In
IQ
Chicago Realty.
precious ‘scents. In 1550 we are told being crippled for life or made the prey of lingering disease contractedin the service.
that there existed in Peris no more
investigation made by the Times
that within the b.
..... .. uum*u*
than three carriages—one belonging to
'tusiness
district
Boil Your Drinking Water.
of the city, bounded on the north Francesca di Rimini,- executed In 1851 His the Queen, the other to Diene de Poiwest by the river, on the east by the
The Washington Star publishes a letter
tiers, and • the third to Bene de Laval
, and oi the south by Van Burensteeet
In Englahd coaches (so called from the
.stetue of
S°Hi
F* Bgir*’ 86CWtary 0f the
Hungarian kossi)

&

ing a bucket of hot tar across the staging

iSIIB

Ho one would call the anoient Brahmans savages,and yet writing waa unknown to them before the third century
B. C. Homer, quite apart from hu

kill “

Rapids, while Owen Dooren-

boss and H. Dykema, laborers,were carry-

consequence; but

What

Axamination before Justice Parke, Mrs.
Jackson partially admitted that she had
d to kill Mrs. Hazell, but stubI. threatened
bornly refused to divulge all she knew. Her
young daughter, Lizzie Jackson, was finally
«worn,andafter a little coaxing and threaten-

thrown about forty feet
fun

that all water for

—The Leader says that the Grand
Rapids plaster- mills, of which there are
five near the city, two on the west side and
three on the east side of Grand River, employ 160 men, have $600,000 invested in
the business, and produce annually 40.000
tons

of land

and

140,000 barrels of calcinedplaster

plaster,valued

at

$100,000,

(plaster of paris), valued at $175,000.
—’’

Mortgages, "

remarked the

philoso-

pher of Idlecove restaurant,"are the headstones of the unburieddead.

"

“

Too

true !*

sadly exclaimed Raster. “The hard times

have murdered busioess and drowned out
This is indeed the morgae

enterprise.

age.” “That’s past questioning,” croaked
Crusher. “How often do young couples in
these close times, who wish to do right,
morgue-and-attio
marry age."— Detroit Post.
get left and find it to be a

—Mark

Wert, a

young farm-hand living

near Hillsdale,was shot while alone in the

house of

his

employer by

Wert returned the

fire,

an

unknown man.

and believes that he

killed his would-be assassin, who had
come to the house in a wagon with
a confederate.Two previous attempts had

been made upon Wert’s life, and he attributes them to the friends of a man whom ha
detected stealing, some

whom

he

—When

shot

time

since,

and

Wert’s injuries are trifling.

he was wounded at the battle of

Feeble’s farm, Virginia, twenty-one years

Gen. B.

ago,

F. Partridge, of

lost his sword,
battlefield by

Bay

City,

which was picked up on the

Capt Hereford,of

Virginia,

who made ineffectualefforts to return it to
the General after the war, finally leaving it

with a Deputy Sheriff in Texas named
George Miller. The sword has now at
last

found its way back

to

Bay City, having

been sent to Ralph W. Cummings Post, G.
A. B., through W. D. Wylie,

Commander

of the G. A. R. jn Texas.

—The

Negaunee Business Men’s Asso-

ciation has been formed, and the organization

Q.

completed by electingthe Hon. John

Adams

President, Capt Nathaniel Rib-

bert Vice President and L. A. Mattel! Sec-

Board of pi-

retary and Treasurer, with a

rectors composed of the Hon.
Breitling,P. B. Kirkwood, J. Q.
A.

W.

Maitland, nnd Joseph

'

F

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

-

Prof. Shields of the Faculty has

1

.....

Language, and Literature, and Rhetoric.

1 saa

1

The resignation has been accepted.

(Continued from Writ Page.)

An

Bung by the entire Alumni led by a quar
tette of

re-

signed his position as Professor of English

'

.1 1

|

arty,

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, June 27, 1885.
------

young men. The words of

the

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

says, however, were appropriate and schol

gatherings like that of

and

arrest a

Wednesday night

few of the big

littleboys

and

song are:

girls

Ceme, fellow Alumni,unite in the eong
ttere’i to the days we lore!
When duty wae plmurc, hope fervid and
Here’s to the days we love!

them by their ungentlemanly and unladylike

who make

PLUMBING

it unpleasant for all near

Ths "Drummer Boy.”

for all partiesdesiring the

Here’s to the companions we met in this hall,
Here’s to companions dear!
Their names are like pictures on memory's wall,
Here's to companions dear!

Csoaus—
Here's to the lessons noble and true,
Here’s to the lessons trne!

Which into onr being as life-breathwe drew,
Here's to the lessons true!

ChokjsThen, all ye Alumni, unite in the song,
Here's to Alma Mater dear!
Let it swell in a chorus full, deep, and strong,
Here’s to Alma Mater dear!

or the

Commencement held in Hope
Church on Wednesday evening. The
General

a

and pat In

Peters;

Wm.

flowers and was placed above the rostrum dron, John R. Kleyn; Freddie Waldron,
this motto a white Henry Meeng«; Brownell, John Groten-

on the wall. From

curtain fell in graceful folds to the stage.

All

FARMERS

kinds of

huis;

the left a tiny

tfr*.

the water could be beard all through the

of War, Miss Saddle

Green, Miss Kate Herold; Goddess

Howard; Goddess of
Miss Jennie Kanters. The ad-

Church. The

ever displayed la this city.

sell at

COST.

OTHERS

and

SPECTACLES
and a

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Goods are warranted
to be just as represented

All the

p
Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEGEND 4 KERKHOF,
Hollahd. Mich., Jnne

19,

ai

Call and examine and giro me a trial.
J.

in prewitsgiven away.
Send ns 5 cents postage,
and by mall yon will get
free a package of goods
of large valne, Jthat
'that will nt«
atari von in work that will
at once bring yon in money faster than anything
else in America. All abootthe $200,000 in presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
of eltyer sex. o! all ages, for all the time, or spare
time on'y, to work for ns at their own homes.
Fortunes for all workersabsolutely assured. Don't
elay . H. H allett 4 Co., Portland. Maine.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23,

BIGGINS,

PHOTOGRAPHER

FLIEMAN,

Come and examine our

and en
manner

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

1881.

O.

_ __
$200,0001
__

B. P.

in

I am preparedto do repai rlr g
which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices la
graving promptly aud in tbe best
order to make room for my fall atock.

1885.

Judge Waldron* Miss Fannie Boyd;

Sallie

O S

also keep ou band a large assortment of

pat in and repaired

Wm. Tucker, Lawrence Kramer;

fountain played and the musical tinkle of

3ST

Cisterns and Drive Wells

At the right a floral ladder was erected, Sergeant Moore, Richard Van den Berge;
each round of which represented a class Belle Waldron, Miss Frances Brouwer;

On

Etc.

I

Sleighs of Every Description.

John

beautifully decorated with Meade, P. H.

In the Institution.

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

R

also have a lot of

on hand which I propose to

Sttl-

Warren, Fred Wade; Gen.
Wilms; Col. Ellsworth, R.
flowers,bunting, and evergreens. The A. Stekotee; Major Anderson, F. G.
motto of the class "Not for ourselves Churchill; Captain Hall, G. W. Frink;
alone” was worked with evergreensand Gen. on Staff, John Kramer; Judge Wal-

/

I

!

I

colored ser-

vant, Bert Barnes; Tim O’Connor,

Tbe largest assortmentof

DIAMOND
-

Hot and Cold Water

James Armstrong, afterward Col. C.

week was the S. A., G. W. McBride; Joe,

sonable Prices*

are anperior, while in

they beat eTerrthing.The dash la a ntw device
which cannot be broken.

Will lit up residences for

Goidt,

Opjo and Silver Watches at Rea-

com

Strength and Durability

"The

Henry Waldron, the Spy, Mr. K. De
liui;

church was

for

cast of characters is presented below:

Chows—
of the

Milwaukee. These cutters for ease and

same.

Since our last issue the dates for the

Spy of the Shenandoah,” have been changed to Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights of next
week. This play Is presented at Lyceum
Opera House, by Mr. R. De Stillini, assisted by local talent, and G. W. Me
Bride, of Grand Haven, for the benefit of
the charity fund of A. C. Van Raalte
Post, G. A. R. It consists of beautiful
tableaux, and exciting scenes of war
times, which vividly recalls to memory
the terrible limes of the late war. The

Silnmn. Fliltinn, ul Fuct

the-

NorthwesternSleigh Company,
of

Chomts—

The crowning event

made by

WA1ER PIPES

Drummer Boy;

j.

for patting in

conduct.

presentation of the militarydrama,

-dealerIn-

The popular wagon mannfactnrer

baa in atock a number of the

a'.rong,

May affectionbut deepen aa time rolla along,
Aa yearly we Join in a reunion song;
Here's to the daysl Here’s to the dayat
Here’s to the days we love!

Otto Breyman

flieman jewelry, Watches,
ESTIMATES HilHfeiMi'
CTJTTE K/S DIAMONDS,

in connectionwith the Holland City Water Works,
we are ready to make

officer should be present at large

cutters and sleighs.

Holland, Mich., Mny

Mortgage Sale.

BREYMAN.

13,

1884.

WARD

FIRST

Defanlt having been made In the conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dateu the eighth day of Jnlv, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fonrteenthday of September, A. D. 1874, in the ofl)C4 of the Register of
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, In
Liber No. 1, of mortgages,on pages 22) and 221.
It. B,
D. Proper.
And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testate, and Daniel Pratt and CharlesPratt, sons of
said deceased, having been dnly appointed the exMr. Henry Lubentra a competent preecutors of his last will and testament, aa well aa
being the residnary legatees named in said will, scription clerk, has charge, and will be
an authenticated copy of which said will and tbe found at all hours, ready to compound
probate thereof was recordedIn the Register's
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable
office, aforesaid.May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there la rlaimeo to be dne at the date hereof, manner.
the amount of ll*e hundred and seventy-ninedol-

Drug Store.
BEST, M,

a

mak-

effect of the decorations Liberty,
A complete assortment of
I have jnst opened a new gallerv In tbe First
beautiful.On the platform were mission has been fixed at the low price of Ward which I have refurnished and refitted,
'fhrVi nP^~
the
mortgaged
nrem
I,c vendue of lhe mor,8Bked D^mlsea thereindeseated the president and faculty of the twenty-five cents. No extra charge for ing It one of the best In this section of the state. scribed,
to wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
AMI LOWS
situate in the Stste of Michigan, In the county of
College, the Council and the Graduating reserved seals.
Ottawa. In said State, and describedas follows,
C0PYIH8 AND INDIA INK WORK A SPECIALTY to-wit : all of lot foar that lies on tbe north side of Everything spertainlng to a first-class drag
Clas?. There were six members of the
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad, in Section 14,
store will be kept constantly on hand.
class of ’85, two of whom are Indies.
An Attempt to derail a Chicago and
Come and see my new qnartera. Eighth street Township elnht north of Range 16 west, sod also
that
part
of the east half of tbe northeastquarter
They are Miss Lizzie Phelps, and Miss
near the crossing ol Fish.
TTS
CAJLIi.
West Michigan Train.
of said section which lies sonth of the state road,
R. B. BEST,
containing abont thirty-fiveacres of land; also all
Mary E. Alcott, of this City, Mr. Peter
B,P. HIGGINS.
that part of lot number four, sonth of the Detroit
Holland, Mich . Msy 28. 18S5.
IStf
Hoi.lafd, Mich., June 27, 1884.
Wayenburg,of Orange City, la., Mr. AlLast Thursday evening a gentlem-n

was

MSI

ABM

TOMB.

A

GIVE

and Milwaukee railroad, In Section fourteenin
townshipeight, north of range sixteen west, containing one ami a half acres of land, in said conntr
of Ottawa, at thu front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, in the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
said mortgage with interest and c 'sts.
Dated May twon’y-second. A. D. '885.

bert Van den Berg, of South Holland, 111., who lives a short distance from the city
Mr. Gerrit J. Hekhuis, of Holland, Mich.

,

and Mr. JohnNykerk.ofOveryssel, Mich.

The "Order o!

on coming in on the railroad track found

on the track as an obstruction

a tie placed

Exercises” we give below: to passing trains. He

removed it acd

re-

Invocation—Rev. P. Moerdyke,of Grand Rapids.
ported what be had found. On a subseMusic:— Violin Solo, by Prof. Lawson, of Grand quent evening a large bowlder was placed
Rapids.

on the track

in nearly the

Oration— Latin Salutatory.
Peter Wayenburg, Orange City, la.
Esaar-Undertones,with English Salutatory.
Lizzie Phelps. Holland, Mich.
Music— Vocal Duett by Prof. Shepard and Mrs.
Frank Holton, of Grand Rapids.
Oration-Modern Feudalism.
Albert Van den Berg, South Holland, 111.
Essay— Woman's Advancement.
Mary B. Alcott. Holland, Mich.
Music-PianoSolo by Mrs. Nell, of Grand
Rapids.
Oratlon-A Plea for Justice.
Gerrit J. Hekbuls,Holland, Mich.
Music-VocalSolo by Mrs. Frank Holton, of
Grand Rapids.
Oration— Valedictory.

same

damage was done. Last Saturday night a
watch was pieced at
with the discovery,
guilty parties.

and

this point

who

Two boys, one of

sixteen

up the sign post and placed

It

the Prepare

lory Department with a certificate, and also to

Min

Mary Alcott of the graduating

class. The degree of A. B. was conferred
upon Lizzie Phelps, Gerrit Hekhuis, John

B. Nykerk, Albert Van den Berg and
.Peter

Wayenberg. The

degree of A.

was conferred upon John W. Bosman,

M.
Jr.,

De Jonge, Peier Ibrman, Johannes E. Maizke, Philip T. Phelps,
"Gerhard
Chart

w T.

Steffens,Sarah G. Alcott, and

Prances F. C. Phelps,

of

the class of

jump” aud ran into
clump of bushes which contained the
watchman who identified the boys. 0.i
Wednesday a warrant was sworn out for
tbelr arrest and they weie taken to the
county jail to await the examination

at the

Park,

and the new skating rink at the Grove
will be

larger than usual, and

apparently taken

in

more

the

baskets and going to the

Park.

connected men from the East, Messrs. Macafie and

with the College by the people, than for

number of

years past.

The music ftirnished

a Eutpben, to supply vacancies occasioned
by the resignations of Prof. T. R. Beck

at this General

and

Prof.

Wm. A.

Shields, and baa

John B. Nykerk aa tutor in tbe
Commencement was
Gremmar
School Department.Other maduced at any ol the previous commenceterial
changes
have been mede which we
ments.
may note hereafter.
the finest ever pro- elected

The dais

of ’85 are energetic and full of

promise and the Institution msy well
proud of them.

feel

The

natural orator.

Or

July 8 and

4

tickets will

be

sold to

R’y for one fare for the

round trip, good

to return not later than July 6.

oration, “A plea for Justice,”

was

Mxmbebs of tbe Muejtegon Excavating
Company
are Ur the city and are prepared
our late Governor for his numerous parto work for all who may desire tbelr ser4ons (rented to notorious criminals. We
vices. Sinks end cesspoolsemptied and
abould judge that the law would be Mr.
night soil removed. Leave orders with
Hekhuis' next study.
an able productionand dealt severely with

The Master’s Oration "The Mission of

gdeSSfciHy

the City Marshal.

Contains Foil Partlonlara. MalladFiaa.

Detroit
C. D.

&

ally conceded to be

open.

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
aiN. bam. Act.,
DETROIT. MICH.

Next

to

Meyer, Brouwer A Co.

Monroe St Ample provision,
made to see you aU pre party waited

£0 and 82

mm
will be

Co

ate being told

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

!

,DY$PEPSIA.V
Sedentary habits, mental worry, nervoos
excitement, excess or Imprudence in eating or drinking,and various other causes,
induce Constipation followed by general
derangement of the liver, kidneys, and
stomach,in which the disorder of each
organ increases the infirmity of the others.
•- The immediate results are Lose of Appetite, Nausea, Foul Breath. Heartburn, Flatulenoe,Dizziness,Sick Headaches, failure
of physical and mental vigor, distressing

eenae of weightandfullnesemtbe
stomach,
end Increaeed CoeUveMie,all of which ere
known under one head aa Dyspepsia.
» In every instancewhere this disease doea
not originate from scrofuloustaint in the

blood, Aran’s Pills may be confidently
relied upon to effect a cure. Those cases
not amenable to the curativeinfluenceof
Aram’s Pills alone will certainly yield If
tbe Pills art sided by the powerful bloodpurifying properties of Aran's Sarsapa-

We guaranteethat a gallon will cover 275
square feet, two coats, and that they are

Never fall to relieve the bowels and promote their healthfuland regular action,
and thus cure Dyspepsia.Temporary
Dalltattves aU do permanent harm. The
fitful activityinto which the enfeebled
stomach Is spurred by “bitters,” and alco-

JOHN

Mr.

U employed As clerk In tbe flora and will
welcome all bis old friends and customers and the public generally.

Holland, Mich.,

April 22, 1885. 12-8m

L

&, S.

DRtra OTOKB.
13,

1885.

SIT:

VAN DEN BERGE,

have just received • large end very

Millinery

fine assorted line of

4 Fancy Goods.

ire invited to come and see their selected stock.

Holland, Mich., Msy

son, Newark* N.J.
I "T wu todored to

try Atsafs Pole as a
remedy for loilerefinn, ClsasHpadua,sod
BredMho, from whkhT bad loogberes sofJtoar. I found their action easy, and obtained
prompt relief.They bare benefited ms more
than all tbe medtetnes erer before tried."
Watson, IBS State 61* Chicago, III.

6,

1885.

M.V.

ATTENTION
Farmers and

Team* Mtekmoai* To,
from XJret

<31

AYER’S PILLS,
nmnoar
towel,!
SoUbriUDraoWa-

Plug Tobacco.
Sold by

entirety eorreetad the oosttre
habit,sod vasUy traprored my ceoerel health."
Bnv. Fbancis n. Hablown, AJmmUs, Oa.

•Tbe most eftetire sad the reetaetpfcytacl
hare erer found. One doss wUl qutekb more
my bowels sod ftw ay bred from pata.* W. L

KTinXXlOD
s'

1 They b*e

Oh,

BANOS’

nur

habits of IJb.bsoaiMchronic; AvaaPs Pills
afforded ms speady relief. Tbelr occasionalore
has store kept msaHrlsM.*

Ar» a

„

Holland, Mich,, May

AUD

SFRIITG

AU

Dr. j. c.

For information andUluitratedsample book,

Early and See Our Stock.

bollo sthnutanta, Is inevitablyfollowed
by reaction that leaves the organ weaker

1 “Oottl-reneas.Induced bv

any in the market.

KREMERS &
Gall

a

SUPERIOR PAINT,

ROOST

A.

to

Ayer’s Pills

a

lishment of Voigt, Uerpolehetmer A

IFAIUTS

South River Street.

No. 22

WHITCOMB.

Philip Phelps, Is gener-

Everyone is going to Grand Rapids to
masterpiece. It celebrate the 8rd and 4th of July. When
teemed with bright and original thoughts visiting the city do not fall to go and see
which were clearly and concisely worked the Immense Carpet and Dry Goods estab-

the

now

HraunBaiM-

any station on tbe Chicago & West Micb.

The Valedictorian of the class, John B.

Nykerk, is a

is

Picturesque Msckinso,” Illustrated.

u

»

interest was eral interest. It has elected two gentle-

affairs

Our ClothingStore

*

ROTES.
Just as we go to press we learn that the
The attendance at the various exercises Council of Hope College at ita present ses'of thecommencementthis year was much sion has transacted much business of gen?

1

Write for oar

*

games and other amusements

only that the

CLOTHING! SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

lad Bvwj Weak Say Batwaao

Hollas!

We are pleased to announce that the
fine propeller A. B. Taylor will be here
on the Fourth of July and run hourly
trips, io connection with the Macataws,
between Holland and Lake Michigan.
There will also be a fine display of fireworks in the evening, (rom the top of
Lookout Mountain, at the Park; During
tbe day there will be bowery dancea,

•

grandly successful termination.

NOTHING NEW!

CLOTHING!

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

a

open. The Fourth of July cannot
be spent by onr readers in a better way
^exercises and the twentieth commencethan by taking their families and lunch
ment of Hope College was brought to a
•

CLOTHING!

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

hide and see the train

in

R. VV. Duncan, Attorney.

Palsoa StMmm. Low Bates.
Four Trtpa par Weak Between

let’s

’82.

The doxolocy and benedictionclosed the

SUMMER TOUR

acress the

track with the exclamation "Now

The Fourth

UA” clue of

Tha Most DaUghtfol

along the road near the railroad and pulled

President Scott theo presented each
the

MACKINAC.

came

the other twelve years of age,

John B. Nykerk, Overyssel, Mich.
Musie— Trombone Solo by Mr. Frank Holton, of
Grand Rapids, Mich.
which takes place to-day. The full story
Master’s Oration -The Mission of the Sciences.'
will be disclosed then.
Philip T. Phelps, Holland, Mich.
Moalc-Bass Solo by Prof. Shepard.

member of

Executon and ReriduaryLegatees as aforesaid.

met

is presumed, of the

it

L’ANIKL PRATT,

CHARLES PRATT.

place, but

fortunatelywas discovered before any

SMS'8

smen.
We

and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
will

buy

all the 'Stave

round, via:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 Inches long.
Black Ash Betdlng Bolts 88 inches long

all

Grocers an<

bacco Dealers.

Noted

excellent chew, delicioi

and cheesy cut.
is manufactured
purest sweetning
chews Nimrod.

ftsaffiswr-

I

«|r

Of to

G.-

Van Putten

.

m mti

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
Terms

of Subscription.

$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1 75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at sir months.
Ratei of advertialnjtmade known on application.
Yearly advertiaera have the privilege of three

changes.
Businaes Cards In Olty Directory, not over three
%i per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pnb*
Hahed without charge for subscribers.
!2r"Al) advertising bills collectableauarterl
lines,

Rather Embarrassing.
A well-known curate of a church in a
northeastern section of London was
about to be married to a young lady residing in the vicinity.The officiating

clergyman and the bridegroom had
taken up their respective positions at

the altar, awaiting the bride’s arrival,
when suddenly a lady, attired in bridal
dress, and accompanied by two little

by Yates & Kane:

Brand* adrettiaodaa absolutelypure

ARE YOU MADE

mlaerab'oby Indignation,

eoss*xukxnr ajmehco]
. THI TEST

EEEjflBOUT

1

sale

by Yatei & Kane.
Vilredto detect the preaeoce of ammonia.

WHY

WILL YOU congh when Rhiloh'i Core
will give immediate relief. Price 10 cti. SO eta.
and $1. For sale by Yates A Kane.
Aad note the followiag!--

SHILOH’S

CATARRH REMEDY—

a positive
girls as bridesmaids,entered* the sacred cure for Catarrh, Dlpthortaand Canker Month.
For sale by Yatea A Kane.
edifice,walked hurriedly up the aisle,
knelt by the aide of the bridegroom,
HACKMETACK"a lasting and fragrant perand seized his arm in an excited man- fume. Price 85 and B0 cent*. For sale by Yatea
A Kane.

DR. THOMAS’ ICL1CTRIC OIL hm

made the following cure*, proof of which to*
proprietor* CAafunmh 00 application.

ner. The gentleman, though somewhat
startled, did not lose his presence of
SHILOH'S CURE wtll Immediately relieve
Be Vriei’ Stone Quarry.
mind, and, with the assistance of some Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale
by Yates A Kane.
The opening of a new stone quarry on ladies, endeavored to pnrsnade the fair
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver complaint, yon
the firm of Mr. De Vrlee, situated about intruder to retire. After a scene of
a printed guaranteeon every bottle of 8hl
some confusion,the lady was removed have
loh’a Vttallaer. It never falls to core. For sale
one mile from this city, just above where
to a seat, where she was effectually by Yatea A Kans.
the old branch of the Chicago and West
screened from anv further view of the
Mlcb. R'y to Nunlca left the main lino proceedings, and the ceremony was al- •A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cenu. For
and on the bank of Black River is a de- lowed to proceed without further inter- sale by Yates A Kane.
cidedly rich find. The discovery was ruption. It appears that the lady who
Kremers & Bangs have a fall stock of
made iu the progress of some farm im- was so desirousof taking part in the
ceremony which had not been allotted Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whiteprovemeuts,and Mr. De Vries has prosto her, is a widow in good circnm- wash brushes, which they are selling at
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA*
pected thoroughly, demonstratingthat the itances, who had couceived a violent low figuresfor cash.
ns KRurartTunas mu NEVER mo
extent of the quarry is very great, and that attachment to tlie reverend bridegroom,
A fine line ef Blank- Books fust re In a million hoote* for a quarter ef a century II has
Stood th* conauteora1reliable tett,
the supply Is practically inexhauitable. of whose congregation she was a mem- celved. Call and see. Yates & Kane.
The stone is of excellent color, being of a ber. It is believedthe announcement
THE
OVEI.
of his intended marriage with another
For fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
bluish gray tint, and when broken shows
lady has affected her mind.—
the Central Drug store.
PRICE
CO.,
a beautiful even grain, and is pronounced
Telegraph.
by builders of great value for all such purPress, pure Drugs constantly receiving.
Dr. Price's Special FlaTorimEitracIs,
poses as the Lemont, Joliet and Berea
YATES & KANE.
The Life of a Moslem Woman.
2h*«tmf«*t.n><iU*»aMa*—tewltemfcww,—*
stones have been used for. The quarry
Universally the Moslem women know
Dr. Prlei’t Lnpulln Yiiit firai
has been examined by several experts who
nothing of life, being simply pieces of
For Light, Healthy Bread,The Bert Dry Bop
state the prospects for this stone are excelWe
have
just
received
a
large
new
stock
Yeart In the World.
furniture in their homes. With no eduof
Bools
and
Shoes
and
Slippers
for
lent. Mr. De Vries, the owner, is a man cation, they are strangersto the interFOR SALK BY OROOERS.
«T. LOUIS.
iffaiof‘their masters ; decked
- * - spring and summer trade. The stock is
of means, and will push it for all it Is eats and* affairs
complete and embrace* the latest styles of
worth. The developmentsthus far show : out with fine dresses and jewelry, they Ladies’ and Gents’ Bhoes, which are sold
One layer 8 inches thick, the next 12 are sensuously content They amuse at reason able prices. We sell
themselves in crunching melon see ls, Fargo’s Boots and Fin® Ladies Shoes.
inches then one of 30 inches, another of
eating candy, smoking cigarettes and
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
16 inches, and now one of 18 inches, He showing their jewelry and fine toilettes
Holland, March 19,
7-ly
will go down a little further and then drill. to their friends. Living a life of ease
Between two of the layers is found a seam and indolence, they are never supCroquet sets, Base Ball goods and
of clay slate 12 inches thick, without a posed to soil their hands with labor or Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
rack their biain with thought. When
YATES & KANE.
particle of lime or grit in it. Mr. H. D.
they toil their sole occupation is to
Post who is posted in the geology of the
beautify themselves. When young they
state pronounces it the best sandstonein are well made; their extremities are
the state so far as known. It is De Vries' fine and their hands soft, white and
supple,
and— they
be likened to
f £ ---- ^ -might
vw
Intention now to put in machinery and -manufacture at. the quarry, thus giving the budding flower which opens at the Cmcato & Vest Hiclip Railway,
first rays of the morning sun. Their
employmentto at least 100 men.
complexions are white and their cheeks Taking effect Sunday 'Tune'll,1885.
tinged with rose; their eyes are someIn giving the express rates on fruit to
Purest and strongestNatural Fruit Flavors.
times blue, but that is exceptional; Shortestmd only lioe nosing diy Coifhef. Parlor Ctn Vanilla,
Lemon, Orange. Almond. Rose, etc.,
Chicago last week we were mistaken as to
they are generally black os et and
and Sleeper*between Chicago,Toledo, Gnao Rapido flavor as delicatelyand naturally astbe fruit.
the rate. The charges are 75 cents per when fully open are of almond form
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO
and Iiskcgon.
CHICAGO.
hundred pounds or 15 cents per crate.
ST.’ LOUIE
and fall of sensibility and a delicate
sweetness.They never conceal them, FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO CHICAGO.
Don’t fall to coma in and see our Spec- and gallant men often confess that they
TOWNS.
Mail Exp. Exp. Exp. Mix. F’ht
!
!
ial Inducements that we will offer at our have interfearedwith their repose of
p.m.!p.m.|a.m.p.m. p.m. p.m.
store duiing the week of July 3rd and 4th. mind.
Chicago... ... 7 lOi 7 10, 6 00 .....
It is pleasing to speak of these beau- New Buffalo.. 2 50 ' 4 30, 2 45,
9 10 2 35
Specinl ntti actions at Voigt, Herpolsheimer
5 45 10 17
ties, for they have few to admire even Hartford ...... 12 4f' 3 00' 1 (8
Holland ....... 10 25 1 40:11 35 0 85 2 15 500
& Co.
this much of their comliness. The Zeeland ....... 10 02 ..... Ill 23, 5 10| .....
houses, many of them, are elegant and Grand Rapid*. » 15 1 00,10 49 4 is; .....
BILLY’S TONSORIAL PARLORS
CARD.
a.m. p.m.ip. m.jp. m. p. m. a.m.
so constractedas to completely conceal
1 desire to thank my friends and fellow
you can get a
the hidden glances of the fair who are
FROM CHICAGO TO GRAND RAPIDS.
workmen for the many little tokens of es- doomed to eternal isolation when withNi'i
TOWK8.
Clean Shaye.!
Exp. Exp. Mail Exp. Exp.
teem presented to my wife and myself at out a veil, as no woman can be seen
the occasion of our marriage. The pres- lawfully by any other man than her
.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
A Scientific Haircut, or
husband. She is forbidden the homage Chicago .....
330 900
ents will ever be cherished.
12 10 540 11 35
that all nature demands. Controlled New Buffalo.

TESTJFJHE
BAKING POWDER

BOOTS AND SHOES.

^

1

CHICAGO.

-

.^.PRICES

1885.

SPECIAL

w

O

—

F

pi

tumfc

pm.

EXTRACTS

MOST PERFECT MADE

3\r

A Good

A.

Holland, June

Zuidema,

Hartford
Holland .......

24, 1885.

List of lettersremaining in the postoffice at Holland, Mich., June 25, 1885:

E. W

.

Moore, 0. C. C. Jobnaton.

Wm. Vekbibk,

M.

P.

Laketown,
The

people of this qolet town have kept
on in toe even tenor of their way eluce
last I Wrote you. By quiet I do not mean
idle by any ..means, for all are as busy aa
bees in a molasses barrel. It ie almost Incredible be amount of work that baa been
done since the weather permitted the farmer to commence his spring work. It
was so late when be could go to work
i

seemed almost
arms were evi r
-in better btiHr at this season of the year
crope except
bay are looking exceedingly well. Hay
will probably be light. The greatest
drawback has been cut worms. Heretofore they have not been very troublesome
on heavy land; but tbte year they have
been worse there than anywhere else.
The hard times de not seem to Interfere
with improvements.New building* of a
very substantial character are going up
all over town.. . .Then are a large num
ber of wind engine! of the most approved
patterns, to be seen in ail directions,and
I believe that among the very best is the
Palmer, built in your city. I am gratified
to see that the farmers s
approve this en
glne, and as it is a home lodnstrv I bo
to see very many more of them
In nse
i in
the near future, tor whatever tends to
build up our market! and home Industries
will surely benefit the farmer....! read
with much pleasure that the new Agricultural Society is likely to prove a success.
It is a long felt want. Several year* ago
I urged the farmers of Western Allegan to
form inch a society, giving as my reason
that onr topographicalsituation was such
as to make it very expensiveto attend the
meetings of the County Society always
held at Allegan. Holland is la five, wide
awake town, the center of a fine agricultural country, and the most natural place
possible Tor an agriculturalfair. Her
hUHinesa men are awake to the advantages
which such an Institutionwill be to them.
.

.

.

And

it Is gratifying to know that some of
the most energetic among you are engaged
May success attend tbeir
. .1 visitedyour city a short time

i
i

eo

much surprisedat the
met my eyes. I had
much about hard times

to see everything quiet,
what I saw and from
it

would teem

that

the

ef-

2
4
4
5

32,' 7

00 1 45
45 , 8 30 330 10 18, 5 38
86
3 40 10 25 5 45
481 9 15 425 11 15! 6 30

Shampoo.

by a powerful hand and bound irrevoInvigorating
cably by custom, she is compelled not Zeeland .......
at any time.
only to kiss the hand of her tyrant, but Grand Rapid*.
a. m.ip.m. p.m* a. m.ip.m.
to hug the chain which manacles her.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
This despotism is the more extraordi- FROM HOLLAND TO PENTWATER.
nary the part of the men; inasmuch as
Ni’t
TOWNS.
Exp. Mail Exp. Mix.
they pretend to feel delight in beautiful
Ladle* hair cleaned and dre«*ed in the latest
faihlon.
objects of nature; they grill watch the
t.i_. a.m p. m. p.m. p.m.
play of birds for hours and think it a Holland ............ t5 30 10 20 3 30 5 35 8 30
crime to disturb or deprive them of the Grand Haven ....... 0 30 11 06 4 10 6 30 9 12
Fermburg ..........6 40 11 13 4 16 635 9 17 FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE !
free air they breathe. Yet theyincar- Muakegon ..........7 30!11 « 450 730 9 58
O
••
.A * rnm~ A
w. BAUMOARTEL.
8 20
cerate tiie loveliest and most beautiful Montague ...........8 12
Pentwater...'. ...... ilO 48
10 00
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1886.
of all the Creator’sworks and think it
la.m.ta.m.p. m. p. m. p. m
a great favor to permit woman’s enjoyFROM
PENTWATER
TO HOLLAND.
ment of a floweringshrub in some nidden recess.—“Ef Mahdi and the Sow-,
TOWNS.
Mail Exp Exp. Mix. Exp.
dan" by Gen. Loring.
»

A

J

_

m

Nl’t

Holland ..........
Grand Haven.....

Buckka’s Arnica Salve.

Fermburg .......
The beat salve in the world for Cuts, Muskegon ........
Braises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt

Rheum, Fever

Montague .........
Pentwater.........

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

12 C8 10 20| 2 00 725
15,11 58 9 85i 1 20 650
10110 58
50
a.m.|a.m. p.m.'P. in. p. m.
80

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or

Price 25 cents per box. a.m. a.m.ipm.
1015 ..... ' 3 30
For sale by H. Walsh.
10 30 ....,345
10 42 ..... 3 55

IMPORTANT.

11 16 ..... 4 30

BOS MIAN,

Merchant

Tailor,

Mail Mail Mix.

.

Allegan ...

8

diy.

special

MOM

WIST.

Pa**. Mix'd Paaa

An immense
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Craipitwin cam b s minute*, and positively
care aaycaie when oaed at tb* outset.
.

Remember that Dr. Tbemaa* SdeetrieOl

KING’S EVIL
Was

the

name formerly given

to Scrofula

because of a superstition that it could be
cured by a king’s touch. The world li
wiser now, and knows that

SCROFULA
can only be cured by t thorough pnrific*
tion of the blood. If this is neglected,
the disease perpetuates its taint through
generation after generation.Among Its

earlier symptomatic developments are

Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tumors, Bolls, Carbuncles, Erysipelas*

Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse,etc. If allowed to con-

Rheumatism, Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases*
Tubercular Consumption, and various other dangerous or fatal maladies,are
tinue.

produced by

It.

Ayer ’s Sarsaparilla
and always reliable
blood-purifyingmedicine. Itlsso effectual an alterative that it eradicatesfrom
the system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poison* of contagiousdiseases
and mercury. At the tame time It enriches and vitalises the blood, restoring
healthfulaction to the vital organa and
rejuvenating the entire system. This great
Is the only powerful

Regenerative

l

Medicine

-

the Iodides of Potai

ing in,

Iron, and other Ingredientsof

physicians constantly preierlbe

Atbe’m

Sarsaparilla aa an

Absolute Cure
ail diseases caused by the vitiation of
blood. It U concentrated to the highest practicable degree, far beyond any
other preparation for which like effect*

For
the

are claimed,and Is therefore the cheapest,
as

wen

as the best blood purifyingmedi-

cine, in the

world.

J

Ayer's Sarsaparilla,

(

PREPARED BY
Dr. J. C. 4/er A Co., Lowell, fine.
[Analytical Chemists.]
Sold by til Drnggiite: Prle* $1; ''
Six bottles for $5.
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large quantity of Plot and
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184m.

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

A large and very

flue line

of

suiTiiisras
fi.

GIVE ME A CALL.

fan

Men

& Sons

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,
FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS,
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

Our large stock of
will

READY-MADECLOTHING

be sold at bottom pricea.

842 ..Hanover..
869 ..Pulaski.
944

ji
5 Minute#
“
t Da

havejuet been received and all who deelreagocd
CUSTOM-MADE suit of Clothes will do well to

p.
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Pain of Scald.
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“

ralnof Burn.. “

Hour
Hours

Tryaioad.
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Seeled proposals will be received by the

Leave your ice

m.
545 L Toledo A

......

214

SUMMER WOOD!

OntralTiB* 0CIH0 BAIT.

7 !• .Tecumieh
7
...Tipton..
7 45 ...Ouried..
809 ..Addison..

Board of Water Commissioners of the city
of Holland. Michigan, until Monday, 5
o'clock,p. m.. June 29th, 1885, for the
laying of a four-inch pipe from the water
main on Eighth street, east of the line of
the Chicago and Weal Michigan railway,
to where said railway companf proposes
to build a water tank for the purpose of
using water from the Holland City Water
Works, said line of pipe will be In length
about 850 feet, and to inc'ude the setting
of one hydrant. Specifications can be
seen et the City Clerk's office. All bids
must be accompanied with the names of
two proposed sureties,to be approves by
the common council. The Board of
Water Commleaionersreserve* the right
to reject »oj or ell bids.
By order of the Beard of Water Com

GEO. H. 8IPP.

1885

TOWNS

DeaftaeM

5 08 12 14
4 30 11 15

a.m. p.m.ia.m.
yon vtiit or leave New York City, eave a.m. p. m.ip.m.
Baggage,Exprcssage,and Carriage hire and atop
Tickets to ail points in the United State* and
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cen- Canada.
tral Depot.
t Daily all other train* daily except Sunday.
Elegant room* fitted np at a coat of one million
• Flag station*. All train* ran t>y Central
dollare, reduced to one dollar and upwarda per day Standard Time.
on European plan. Restaurantaupplled with the J. U. Carpkntrr Gen. Pa**. Agent.
beat. Hone car, stage*, and elevated railroad to
F.G.Chukchill, Agent, Ho!' and.
all depot*. Familie* can live better for lee*
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
flnt-claa*hotel in the
15-ly
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
18,

Cold* ........... <<
Sore Throat. . “

Days
Minutes

ehttiglrem d will
cheap as any d-aler.Cali
u
at the Plugger Mill* or call on T. Koppel before
buying elsewhere.

When

Taking effect Jan.

<« •
Coughs --------- «< to
Hoartenett.. . “ z
.....

We manufactureall gnO—of

a.m. p.m.! p.m.
. Holland... 10 15 5 25 1 00
. Fillmore.-.. 960 5 10 12 30
.Hamilton...

LamoncKi

•ell them a*

sod dealer in

to Holland.

TOWNS.

Exp.lMail

money refhnded.

J W.

From Allegan to

Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- From Holland to
Allegan.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is

»

I

a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
1000 1 20 fl 15 9 06 8 18
900 IS S3
2 10 7 30
8
8
7
5

Toothache. ...In 5 Minutes
Earache ........ “
“
Backache ..... “ a Hours

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.

Examine our Qoode before puryhae*
ing elsewhere.

FOR BARGAINS IN
and

J.

Bollard, Mich., April 88,

for all

UBOt’BRIBS

good* kept In a

W. BOflMAM,

1884.

18-ly

General Store

!
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m
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I

OP THE B10H.

Topat new ehlnglea on old roof*.
To five oM women wadded skirts.
To treat premonitory coughs

V; ."v':

in this colony. He might live, I knew, son why we should delay. I could wish
for some daya; and as hia housekeeper, that I were a little better oft but our

W"'

/.

or three years ago, as you know, re- sailed with his family for Victoria, and
eeived the honor of knighthood. I can it is his ambition tnere to follow hit

and

thoughtful woman, misfortune in that respect will, I trust, now say with truth, doctor, that there benefactor’s footsteps.— Chamber's
disappear in course of time. As it is, s no man in Australia who wouldre- Journal
With reasonableflannel shirts.
we shall, I think, be able to do pretty uie to grasp me by the hand because
To soothe ibe stings of poverty
And keep th » jackal from the doorwell’
was once a convict*
How Earthqaakee Are Caused.
These nre the works that occupy
“ T wish you joy,' said Raven, aa he
“Haa
your
innocence
never
been
It
has
been asked of late whether the
rlho Little Bister of the Poor.
rose to go into the Chancellor’s Court, proved?” I afiked.
hurricanes whioh followed the Spanish
r«ie carrier everywhere she goes,
mained with my distinguished patient, where he had a brief that morning.
“Never!” he returned. “I might earthquakeswere not produced by
Kind words and chickens, jam and ooals,
and did all that lay in my power for
“I had no idea that he also loved >erhaps, have made a second endeavor those subterranean disturbances, and
Poulticestor corporealwoes,
And symrathy lor downcaU souls;
tlary Bagster,and that he had deter- o prove it long ago; bnt I could not all-explaining electricity bar been
Her currant Joi ly— her quinine,
When
the news of the accident waa mined, even at that late honr, if not to bring myself to make her unhappy— called upon to explain how earth-throes
1 he Ups of fever moved to bless.
publishedin the city, it occasioned wrench her from me for himself, at unhappier, that is. than he haa made might have caused atmospherio disturb. She makes the humble s ck-room shine
With unaccustomedtidiness.
great excitement Several of Sir east to prevent my marrying her. His ler. As I have told you, she became ances. I know of no way in whioh
James' former colleagues immediately conduct toward me remained, so far as jady Raven. Yon oannot expect me such consequences could have followed
. A heart of hers the Instant twin
And vivid counterpart is mine;
met together, and one of them rode to
could see, exactly what it had been to be able to tell you that the man who :rom a displacementof the earth’s
I also serve mr fel ow men.
the house to request that I would, not previous to my engagement He was so cruelly swore away my liberty made crust To me it seems far more naturThough in a somewhatdifferent line.
leave it so long as my patient continued ;enial and friendly, appeared to take ter a good husband. He systematical- al to conclude that the hurricanes and
* The poor, and their concerns she has
Monopol sed, because of which
to breathe. I was to summon any asn absorbing interest in all my plans y ill-treated her; and although she earthquakes were alike produced (the
It falls to me to labor as
sistance that I might need and do ex- for the future, and actually accompa- rare him several children, and was, I hurricaneschiefly, the earthquakes
A Little Brother of the Blob.
actly as I deemed best
nied me to Brunswick Square to look lave heard, an exemplary wife until lartially)by the atmospherio compresFor tbe'r sake at no sacrifice
“We would move heaven and earth,” over a house which was to be let and she was crushed bv his brutality,be sion which preceded the subterranean
Does my devoted spirit quail;
said the gentleman, “to preserve his which I thought of taking and fnrnisb- behaved to her as he would not
not have disturbances. This compression indiII give their horses zeroise.
As ballast on th'dr yachts I sail;
valuable life.”
ng. I found that the- place would be rahaved to his dogs. Do you know, cated a heaping of air over the disUpon their I ally He’s I ride
“I feel,” said I, “that there is not the rather beyond my means, and regret- doctor, that I preserve my love for her mrbed region; the earth’s ernst yielded
And brave the chanoca of a storm;
slightesthope of saving it; but you ully told
still? I have never ceased to love her, under this increase of pressure, com*
>10700 use my own ins de
^
To keep their wines and victuals warm.
may be sure that I will spare no pains. ”
‘“Never mind, Jack,’ he said; ‘you although she believed evil of me, and lined with the action of other forces,
Bir James had fainted during his re: will find something better, perhaps, never sent me a single word of sympa- and earthquakesfollowed; the comThose whom we strive to benefit
Dear to our hearts soon grow to be;
moval from the carriage to the house lut I certainly should Hke you to have by; and I have left everything I have iressed air swept away to regions of
I love my B ch, and 1 admit
and he did not regain the use of his he house.’
to her eldest son, who by this time has
ess pressure, and the rarefaction folThat they are very good to me.
“That evening we were sitting to- sons of his own. But I do not know owing led in the usual way to the insenses for some hours afterward.I
Succor the Poor, my sister, i
While heaven shall still vouchsafe me waa sitting by his bedside when be gether over the fire. ‘Jack,’ he said whether or not she is dead. I have,
draught which precedes a cyclonic dishealth,
opened his eyes.”
suddenly, ‘we are old friends, and I fowever, provided that, should she bo turbance in the air.
'Will strive to share and mollify
The trialsof abounding wealth.
“Bo I’m not gone vet, doctor,” he want to give you a handsome wedding iving, she is to have a life-interest in
But while the action of atmospherio
said, with a weird kind of humor. “Gan present
my estate. Poor thing, she deserves pressure in helping to exoite subterraTHE SIITOnfO BEGGARS.
‘He had, I should explain, recently t; for sadly did she suffer, and not in- lean activitiesmust uot be overlooked,
this last for long?”
“Who can say?” I replied. “You succeededto the baronetcy and the requently, I expect, did she want”
the varying pressure exerted by seas
1 heard two beggars sing ttvday;
are sadly hurt Are you in much pain?” estates, and was now a rich man.
“And he?” I asked. “What became and oceans is a more potent disturbing
Two beggars,clutchingfrom the throng
“‘You are very good,’ I answered. of Raven?”
“No; thank God! In pain, but not in
Grudged alms. No soul was in their song.
actor. Atmospherio pressure is disBeasts hungered, scourg. d by cruel thong, severe pain.”
‘Anything that you may give us will be
“In time he deserted her, and tributed in such a way that though the
Wero like them as they shrunk along;
“I should warn you,” I said as gently valued, not merely for itself, but for
lunged into the lowest depths of weight of air on any given area is conOuch wild, fierce choristers were they.
as I could, “that if you have any worldy the sake of the giver.’
rnnkenness and dissipation. He had tinually changing, there are no sharply
XX.
“ ‘We have been in chambers togeth- wasted his fortune; and not very long defined lines, at any time, which sepaaffairsto settle, you should settle them
>1 heard two beggars slog again.
speedily. There is grievous danger.” er,’ he resumed, ‘for more than seven ago I read that he had been picked up rate regions of less pressure from
They sang of love when cay was done;
They sang to sleep their little one.
“I know it,” he returned,with a sad years. I shan’t like losing your com- in a fit in the streets of Paris and had regions of greater pressure.It is othSuch sweetness through their vespers run
smile; “but I have settled everything >any; for of course I shall be robbed died before his removal to the hos- erwise with the sea along a shore line.
As glorified their lay. I won
Bong's best iwealment made to men.
—everything,that is, that a lawyer of a good deal of it now. Be plain pital”
Here we have the sea acting with con— JSagar L. Wakeman, in the Current.
could help me in. Yet before I die with me, Jack. Would not money he
“I am shortly going to England, Sir stantly varying intensity, as its level
there is something that I should like to more useful to you than a mere presames,” I said, “and if; I can be of changes,on the seaward side of the
ent ? It usually is acceptible, I believe, any use in discovering this poor lady’s shore line, while on the landward side
confide to yon.”
False Friend^
m these cases.’
“Will it agitate you to tell it?”
whereabouts, I shall be glad to do my there are no such variations of pres‘I thanked him feelingly for his foreI returned only three months ago
“I’m afraid it will, a little,” he rerast”
sure. Let us consider what this means.
thought ‘It would be particularlywelfrom Melbourne, where I had been in plied.
You are going to England? lam Takes tolerably straight shore line
“Then wait until lo-morrow, Sir come,’ I said.
isppyto hear it You then can do 500 miles in length, and suppose shat
practice aa a Burgeon for about ten
“Without another word, he drew his what I feared would have to be done along this shore line a region of ocean
years. When I went out to the colony James. The danger is great- even inthere were good openings in most of evitable, I fear; but not immediate; chair to the table, took his checkbook or me by a third party. I want you to 100 miles broad rises through a height
the larger towns for medical men, and and you had better wait until you are from a drawer, and filled in a draft lud Lady Raven and tell her what I of three feet under the combined action
as I was exceptionally fortunatein the calmer, and let us hope, stronger. Thq which, after he had carefully examined, lave told you. Tell her that, although of the sun and moon raising a tidal
introductionswhich the forethought of shock has tried you terribly, and you le handed to me.
we have been separated for more than wave, and favoring strong winds nrgsiy friends at home had provided me, nave not yet had time to recover from
“I took it and gazed at it with aston- orty years, I still think of her; that I ng the water shoreward. Then we have
shment— it waff for a thousand pound* ! die thinking of her; and that I forgive H), 000 square miles of sea water three
'(stients rang my bell in considerable it”
-aumbers. Within three years I was
“As you will,” he assented. “But do 'My dear Raven,’ I gasped, for I was ler; and— yes, doctor, tell her, too, feet deep, added as so much deadovercome by this act of apparent and that I forgive him. I must forgive him. weight to that part of the earth’s crust
making an annual income of nearly not leave it nntil too late.”
£3^000, and when, owing to family
I recommendedhim to the care of totally unexpected generosity,it is too Yes; Ido fully.”
whioh underlies the sea 'Along that
aecessities, I was obliged regretfully to the nurse, who had by this time arrived, much; it is too good of you. I cannot
I need not go on to describethe pain- shore. Each square mile contains in
Amn my back upon the new land that had and retired to bed, not knowing how think of accepting it’
ul hours I spent at Bir James’ side round numbers 3,000,000 square yards,
•frsated me so handsomely, I had saved soon I might be summoned to Urn, or
“ ‘You know that I can well afford it’ ere death releasedhim from his suffer- or 27,000,000square feet. The addi£20,000; and had, in addition,obtained how long it might be before I should
a said curtly.
insist upon your nga. Suffice it to say that he bore tional weight corresponds,then (as the
a very respectable sum by the sale of be able again to quit his side. In the aking it If you refuse, we can no limself, even in his moments of added layer ia three feet deep), to 50,tho gopd-willof my practice to a dis- morning I returned to hia room. He onger remain on terms of friendship.’ greatest agony, with becoming resign a- 000 times 8 1,000,000 cubic feet of water,
tinguished young Edinburgh surgeon, was sleeping, and the nurse informed
‘Nay, Raven,’ I cried, while my ion. Until the last he was thoughtful each weighing 64} pounds, or to 116,who went out expresslyto succeed me. me that he had passed an unexpectedly mart seemed to rise to my throat
or all about him rather than for him- 000,000,000 tons. It is clear that the
f give these details,not in order to en- good night After I had breakfaat, not misunderstandme. This is noble self; and when the long sleep at last additionof so enormous a weight as
eourage ambitious young fellows, fresh therefore, when he once more referred of you. I thank youwith all my heart; closed his weary eyes, I turned away, this to the submerged part of the
from the schools, to rush off to Aus- to the subject which seemed to be up- rat I cannot accept such a large sum.’ eeling that Australia had lost a man earth’s crust, outside of the shore line,
tralia under the impression that it is permost in his mind, I permitted him
“He would not listen, however, to he memory of whom ahe might justly may well produce strains too great to
-Mill an Eldorado, but in order to show to talk, but implored
to control my refusal;and finallyI pocketed both cherish.
be resisted. It must be remembered
vthat I stood well forward in the front himself as much as possible, and not to my pride and the draft
Two or three mouths afterward I re- that the very existence of a precipitous
wank of my profession in Melbourne, overtax bis strength.
“Mary Bagster was at the time pay- urned to England. Lady Raven, who shore line (as distinguished from one
«d in some measure to account for the What he told me was in substance as ing a short visit to her friends in the or some time had been in impoverished where the land above water and the
feet that when a gentleman who held follows. I made exhaustive notes of it country; and thus it happened that I circumstances,had meanwhilebeen dis- parts submerged form one great slope)
werv high political rank in Victoria met as soon as I left his room, and I am did not mention the fact of my having covered by my late patient’s solicitors; indicates the comparativeweakness of
with a severe and ultimately fatal ac- confidentthat I have succeeded in re- received Raven’s handsome present and before I saw her, she had been ap- the crust along that coast It haa
cident) I was called in to attend him. calling many of Bir James’ actual either to her or any one elae. I looked irised of the provisionsof Sir James yielded on one side to pressure thrust1 suppress his name for reasons which phrases. It made a very powerful imorward to surprisingher with the news leilly’s will
ing it upward above the sea-level, and
grill be obvious later on, but for conven- pression upon me, and I do not doubt upon her return to town; and in the
I introduced myself to her as his on the other side to the presure of the
fence I will call him Bir James Reilly. that it will equally excite the interest meantime I sent the draft to my bank- friend; and found her occupying a water forcing it down. It is true the
Sir James was one of the largest land and sympathy of the reader. The er’!, a well-known private firm with
Peasant but not very well-furnished actual line of yielding may not coinend stockholdersin the colony. I names alone are altered.
whioh I had bnt recently opened an muse in one of the best squares in Bays- cide with the existent shore line. For,
fesve ridden for thirty miles along the
“I was born,” he said, “in London in account
water.
the action of the sea waves may (and
banka of the river Murrumbidgee with- 1812. My father was the rector of Si
“A few mornings afterward I was
It is all a mystery,” she said to me, generallymust) have altered the posiout going off his property ; and whereas
’s; and after putting me to a good sitting at breakfast in my bachelor when she had first apologized for the tion of the coast from that which it ocordinary men count their possessions sohool he sent me to Cambridge. I odgings in Chapel street, Bedford disorder of her temporary abode. cupied when first formed. But itmav
by hundreds of sores, he counted his by took my degree in 1833, and then went Row, when, without warning, a police “Poor James 1 He was once very fond be taken for granted that not far friffii
hundreds of square
square miles. He had to the bar. My chief friend both at officer entered my room, and showing of me. It was many years ago. We every precipitousshore lino lies a line
worked hard, and
indhifl
his upward progress Cambridge and at the Inner Temple me a warrant which authorized him to should have married, you know, but of weakness, where the crust haa given
bad been gradual, butt it bad always was Horace Raven, a young man who arrest me on a charge of forgery,took for an unfortunate circumstance.Per- way in the past, and may give way
been steady. When I knew him, no )08fle6sedastonishing ability, remark- me into custody.
haps you have hoard of it?”
again. In this consideration, undoubtttnn in Australiawas more respected or >le good looks, great ambition, and the
As you may expect I was thunder
I was slightly annoyed at the tone iu edly, we find a part of tbe explanation
looked up to. He had been blighted prospect of succeeding to a large for- struck. 'Forgery? Forgery of what?’ which she spoke of her dead benefactor. of the observed fact that almost all the
m a small reward for his services as a tune and to one of the oldest English
exclaimed,half-maddened by the
“I have heard of it, Lady Raven,”
great regions of subterraneanactivity
oolonialminister; he had received all baronetcies. In all these respects he monstrous charge.
returned, seriouslv.
on the earth lie near the sea-shore.
kinds of gratifying testimonials from was, I need scarcely say, my superior.
“But! soon learned a little,and
But it did spoil his success in life,”
But while the changes of atmoshis fellow-citizens; his word in all the I was a poor man; I had only my ener- guessed the rest Raven, in order to she continued with a slight laugh ; “and pherio and oceanic pressures are potransactionsof life was as good as an- ies to depend upon ; and I had no in dispose of me, and to effectually put a now at last he has made restitution. tent factors in the produotion of earthother man’s bond; and yet Bir James, uential relations, no near relatives, stop to my marriage, had writteq out Well, it is only what we deserve! He quakes, and are probably in a great
tety years before, had come toAus- indeed of any kind except my father, I the draft in au unusual manner, and robbed my late husband, you know; number of oases their direct occasion, it
•trmlia as a convict, on account of the being an only child, and my mother had appended his name in a way whioh and it is fitting that we should be bis is, of course, to the subternanean re-liagr aceful crime of forgery. I never in- having died during my infancy. At the had caused his banker to decline to heirs— is it not?”
gions themselves that we must look for
. quired into the details of his case, and
bar I was, for a youngster, fairly cash the check, and to endorse it with
I waa beginning to feel angry. Even the forces at work in upheaving the
'indeed, I never knew them until he told successful Raven and I had chambers the words : ‘Signature differs.'
if Sir James had been guilty, she had crust of the earth. The ioroes acting
'them to me when he was on his death- together; we had our law books in
“The draft had. been returned in this no right to speak of him now in
from the outside are as the pull ou the
bed.
common; and we were on such terms condition to Raven, who without hesi- light and scornfula tone. Already I trigger; the imprisoned gases ana vaBir James lived in a beautiful and of friendship that we were known ou tation had pronouncedit to be a for- saw she was recklessly spending her pors generated by internalheat are as
wpadous house overlookingthe sea, and our staircaseas the Brothers.’ For gery. According to his story, which newly-acquired wealth, though she had the powder by whose explosion the
duatant a few miles from the center of some years I lived a very happy life. I was only too plausible,I alone could not actually entered into possessiono: missile is ejected.
t the city. In spite of hia seventy years made enough to enable myself to live in
be the criminal. The check was paya- it, the will not then having been proved.
Yet even in considering tbe earth’s
• be was a good and active horseman; tolerable comfort; and in time indeed I ble to me; I had access to the drawer Her misfortunes bad not made a good subterranean activitieswe still have to
- «nd one morning, as was his frequent felt myself to be justified in looking in which be kept the book from which woman of her. She was gaudily look outside for a part, at least, of the
.flostom, he rode into Melbourne in order out for a wife.
the form bad been torn; and the dressed. Instead of being in morning, causes of disturbance.The air, perto transact some business with his solic“One evening Raven and I went to a clumsy signaturebad been written she was covered with jewelry. Surely it haps, may in this respect be neglected,
itor. He had quitted the lawyer’s ball at Lady D -- ’s. We there met a much as I might have written it.
was well for poor Sir James that this but the water is all-important. It has
: office, and was already hfilf way home Miss Mary Bagster, a young girl of sur“You can guess the sequel, doctor. vain woman had never been bis wife!
been said, indeed, and probably with a
vigain, when his horse was frightened passing beauty, and before the night I was tried, and, although I was ver
“Lady Raven,” I said sternly, “we nearer approach to truth than usual in
^iiy some blasting operations which were was spent we bad both— as I learned ably defended by a leading counsel may as well end this. Sir James Reilly the case of generalizations
of the sort,
being carried on in connectionwith the subsequently— fallen in love with her. who was a personal friend of mine,
never injured you or anyotner living “Without water there can be no volcawakmg of a new road. The animal be- Her father, like mine, was a poor cler- was convicted and sentenced to trans- creature. It was your husband who was no,” and a similar rule (not quite, so
came restive, and finally threw Bir gyman. I had but little difficulty in portation. How shall I describe to the criminal 1 He wrote his own name general) appHes to earthquakes; few
Tames. He fell heavily upon a heap of establishingmyself upon a footing of you the agony of those days! In due that to check which led to Sir James’ probably occur, possibly none, save
-stones, and his groom coming up found intimacy with her family, and often course I was sent out here with a ship- transportation. He denied the facts, through the action of water in some
insensible. The unfortunate gen- when I visited them Raven accompa- load of cut-throats and felons. In
and caused your benefactor to be sen
way or other. All active volcanoes ex, who was well known to every
nied me. Mary, though she was, as I few years, doubtless, I was nearly for- to the antipodes! And do you think cept one (in mid-Asia) are by the seaone in the neighborhood,was tenderly have said, inexpressibly lovely, was of otten at home, for my conviction that I, knowing all this, will suffer Sir shore. Nearly all the great earthcarried to the nearest house; and no a somewhat cold disposition.She was Bled my father; and who else was James’ fair name to be slandered?”
quakes recorded by history havo taken
er did he regain consciousnessthan unenthusiastioand self-contained to an there to remember me save Raven ant
She turned pale, and clung for sup- place, and have apparentlyhad their
sent his servant for his carriage, and unusual degree; and jet, in her way, Mary Bagster, whom he, to add to my port to a chair. “Gracious powers I” center of disturbance,near tbe sea.
atchod a messenger to request me she was ambitious. She desired to wretchedness,soon afterward mar she exclaimed; “is it— can it be true?
There can be very little doubt, inI knew it, then— I knew itl My hus< deed, that the direct cause. of every
to go to his house. I rode thither im- marry a man who would make his way ried?”
At this point Sir James was seized band once told me all, when he was de- peat subterranean disturbance is water
ately, and reached the place be- in the world, and it was only after some
Sir James’s arrival I feared, of flattering hints about me and my ability with spasmodio pains, brought on by lirious with drink. God forgive me !” in the form of steam— steam superbail been let diop iu her presence by her his excitement; and I was obliged to and she fell like a corpse to the floor. heated, under great pressure,and
e, that he had met with an ac
I summoned the servants, who car- thereforepossessing much graater ext, but I bad not the faintestidea father, who evidently favored me, that temporarilyforbid bis continuing the
painful narrative. An hour or two ried her to her room. I then sent for pansive power than steam at ordinary
the nature of it; and therefore 1 was she consented to become my wife. Ra
late;, however, finding him calmer,
a physician, and in the meantime di< temperature.— fiic/iard A. Proctor, in
when, a few minntes ven was not at Mr. Bagster’s house on lSte*,Tfa
what I could to revive her. But m;
lifted from his carriage, that eveniful evening. Next morning permitted him to go on.
Harper's Magazine.
“I served my time,” he continued, efforts were in vain, and soon after my
well-nigh speechless. He when I met him at our chambers,
Jhose Shams Again.
ed to his bed-room, which told him of what had occurred. He “and then, having no friends in Eng- eolleagne arrived she expired. An exland,
I
decided
to
remain
here.
Like
Insanity,
says a writer, is much more
changed
color,
which
at
that
time
I
atamination
subsequently
disclosed
the
the ground floor; and upon
, him I discovered that sever- tributed to the strength of bis friend- many others, I went to the diggings, fact that she had long been a sufferer prevalent among women than among
Welldont
don’t wonder at it, it’i
ribs were broken, that the in ship for me, and then congratulated and, unlike most, I was fortunate. I from heart disease. ^
invested
everything
in
land
and
stock;
enough
to
break
down any woman to
me
in
a
somowhat
extravagant
manner.
I
am
glad
to
be
able
to
say
that
her
had been injured, and
I tried to make myself publiclyuseful: son, who is now enjoying Sir James have a man......
gradually obtained the confidence and Reilly’s munificent
respect of my fellow-citizens, and two of the legacy. A
‘Boon,’
I
replied.
‘There
is
no
reafemale relatives |
though

a

kind

far too advanced in years to be capable
of properly attending upon her unfortunate master, I sent the groom back
to Melbourne for an experienced hospital nurse, and in the meantime re-
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also, a handsome folding glass to reMllitarj Beputatlons SomeUmes Depend flect her ears, back hair, and neck.
There was an open fireplace, besides
on 4,the Chnnoet.’*
the
hot air register; - a dressing stand,
Military reputationsare cunous

things. If von ask any well-educated
foreignerwho was the greatest general
ofour
......
. will answer
of our war, ten to
one he
Gen. Lee. Yet soldiers know that Lee
was a mere desk general,without plan
or dash. Before the war old Gen.
Scot, who loved him, used to say that,

wa-

laden with pretty toilet boxes and
bottles ; an ivory clock, like a birdcage, in which ivory canaries trilled
sweetly as each hour oegau

;

easy chairs

and a rocking-chairto match the wallpaper and furniture; a pretty little
prie-dieu for the young woman to say
with the exception of himself, Bob Lee her prayers upon as fashionably as
was the only man in this country who possible; and a wealth of little
could handle 50,000 men. He took elegancies, completinga general effect
this reputation into the Southern army,
* and he was idolized. He was a courteous, dignified man, who made himself
up after 'Washington. His soldiers
trusted him implicitly, and he had the

that was exquisite, dainty, and mviting

beyond computation. Openmg out of
this room the young millionairess had
another apartment where she wrote

and painted and “worked,” so to speak,
mner lines, so that it was reckoned he but I did not see it— Late New York
letter.
had won a victory every time he escaped
annihilation.

President Davis was deferentialto
him, and the corps commanders regarded him as omniscient and invincible.
But, in point of fact, there is not one
of his battles which military students
will hereafter be required to study.
So with Stonewall Jackson. He was
known at West Point as a religious
fanatic. In the Southern army he was
enterprising, audacious, swift m action,
but a man might easily make a reputation when he has only commanders like
Banks and Fremont and McClellan to
encounter. If Stonewall Jackson had
lived long enough to meet such men as
Sherman and Sheridan his fame might
not have stood as high os it does.
When our war broke out, the eyes of
soldiers were fixed upon McClellan,
Kosecrans, Stone, McDowell and Buell.

The Man Without Tact
Old man Knosey, of West Madison
street, comes about as near being an
angel in pantaloons as Chicago flesh and
blood can hope to become, so far as intentions go; but in spite of the purity
of his motives the guileless old
in hot water a good share of

man

the

is

time,

simply because he has no such thing as
tact in his nature, and will persist in
rubbing the hair the wrong way whenever he oomes in Contact with people.
He means well, but no matter how haw
he tries to be sociable, he is sure to pu
his foot in it He has no guile, or any
of the other society essentialsabou
him, and so whenever anything comes
into his head he blurts it right out without ceremony, regardless of circumstances and surroundings.The grea
;

fallacy of his life is that it is sociability
to say things that should be left unsau

These were to be the coming men.
They all proved failures. Grant out no
figure in Mexico. Sherman was said to
be a crank. Sheridan was unknown.
It required circumstances to develop
them. Grant showed from the first
the intuitive capacityof the born soldier. After the fall of Fort Donelson,
a brother-in-arms took the liberty o
drawing his attention to the awful risk

altogether, and ask questions about
things that can in no way concern him.
Introducehim to a stranger, and
within, ten minutes he will ask the
price of the man’s clothing, article by
article, from his hat to his boots, t
jewelry is visible, he will want to know
whether it is pure gold, or only
“washed,” and whether it was purchased
new or at the pawnbroker’s. He will
also want to know if the man’s watch
keeps good time, and if he hasn’t been
getting his pantaloons dyed. When
the conversationalpossibilitiesin that
direction become exhausted, he will
make the stranger’s name a pretext for
asking if he isn’t related to a family of
the same name in such and such a
place, and then, very likely, he will
proceed to remark that one of this very
same family had to leave the neighbor-

FOUR ACTS PLAYED.

A Secretion That Contaminate!the Blood.

H*d K.pOTl About- K^Preiid.nt Arthur I
W1U the Fifth and Final Act Be a Tranedjr?
RochesterDemocrat and Chronicle.]
“Dr. Lincoln,who was at the funeral of dleated by the snAnslon of the ikln with a
ex-Bacretary Krellnghuysen, taya ex-Prealdent Arthur looked very unwell. He li iuflor.nf from Bright's disease. During the
I

form7® ^ U

h“

“iume<1 a vory

Wasted

That telegram la Act IV. of a drama written by ox-PrealdentArthur’s physicians. In
Act 1. be was made to appear In “Malaria," promotes the escape from the circulation of
of which all the country was told when he
biliousImpurities, besides renderlmrthe action
went to Florida.
In Act II. he was representeda tlreflman.
worn down, walking the sands at Old Point ble anti- bilious medicine Is not only luSnWy
Comfort, and looking eastward over the At- more effectivethan any form of merenry, but U
liMjn accountvl
of it*
its irceuom
freedom irom
from nuruui
hurtful proplantic toward Burope for a longer rest.
erties. Infinitelyto be preferred to that poisonThe curtain rolls up for Act 11L upon the ous drag.
distinguishedactor affected with melancholy
from Bright’s disease, while Act IV. discovNorthern Limit of Corn Growth.
ers him with the disease ’in an aggravated
form, suffering Intensely(which Is unusual),
On the northeast shores of Asia corn
and about to take a sea voyage."
cannot be cultivated at fifty degrees
dust such as this Is the plot of many dramas by playwrights of tho medical profes- north latitude, although in the interior
sion, They write the first two or three sots it matures as far north as sixty-two dewith po conception of what their character grees. On the eastern shores of Ameriwill develop In the final one.
ca the northern limit of its growth is
They have not the discernment for traoinff
In the early, what the latter Impersonation! fifty degrees, and on the western shores
will be. Not one physicianIn a hundred has it reaches about fifty-sevendegrees,
the adequate mlorosooplo and ohemlcal ap- while in the intermediate country it is
pliances for discoveringBright'sdisease In
known to grow as far as sixty-fivedeits early stages, and when many do finally
oomprehend that their patients are dying grees. The fact that it thrives farther
with It, when death occurs they will, to cov- north in the interior of continentsthan
er up their ignoranceof It, pronouncethe
on the shores is thought byM. Bnysfktallty to have been caused by ordinary ailman
to be due not alone to the cooling
ments, whereas these ailments are really results of Bright’s disease, of which they are influences of ice accumulations on the
unconscious victims.
coasts, bnt to depend largely on the
Beyond any doubt, 89 p*r cent of all
greater amount of • sunlight received in
deaths, except from epidemics and accidents,
result from diseased kidneys or Uvers. If the dry regions far from the oceans.
tho dying be distinguishedand his friends In Norway corn grows in latitude
too Intelligentto be easily deceived, his seventy degrees, the olimate being not
physiciansperhaps pronounce the complaint
to be pericarditis,pyaemia, septicaemia, only wanned by proximity to the Gulf
bronchitis, pleur.tis, valvular lesions of tha stream, bnt the skies being very clear
heart, pneumonia, eto. If the deceased be as well. Even in the most northern
less noted, ‘malaria" is now the fashionable
regions, where the shade temperature
assignment of the cause of death.
is
very low, vegetation may grow in
But all the same, named right or named
wrong, this fearfulsoourge gathers them ini shelteredspots exposed to tlie sun, and
m
while it prevails among persons of sedentary ImwvvmmsmA— ---- --- --- - 1— % .
habits — lawyers, clergymen, Congressmen—
it also plays great havoc among farmers,
day laborers, and mechanics, though they do
not suspect It, beoauso their physicianskeep
Brown’s Little Joke.
it from them, if Indeed they are able to de-
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MALT
BITTERS,

you wish to be relieved of those terrible
Headaches and that miserable Sew Si
aeh. It will, when taken accordingto
tlona, ewe any eaee of lick Head _____
or Sow ftomaeh. It deans the lining et*
If

I

stomach and bowels, promotesheahhyectlon and sweet eecretkma. It makes

J-

par*-

k. Moore, of Farmlniton.Mich., mjs:

Mr

altering from Sick Headache andSear

name.

For sale bj all drugghts.

HOPS &

HIT

BITTERS CO, Deiwi,

la

He Who Becomes a Treasurer
Money

for

Another

Is

of*

Reepon-

•Ible for a Safe Return.

« m

-

tect It

are partfoi^rto urn nothingbnt the bMtinftedlenta. NO OPIUM in any form enters its composition.It is to yonr Interest to stand by the
old and Wed remedy, ALLEN’S LUNG fijST
8AM, and see that a bottle Is always keptoa*
hand for Immediate nse, READ THE

“ Why, Brown, how abort your coat Is,”
It sweeps thousands of women and chil- •aid Jones one day to his friend Brown, who
FOLLOWdren Into untimely graves every year. The witUly repUed: “yes; but It BlU bo long
health gives way gradually,the strength is
enough before I get another.’^ Some men
variable, the appetite fickle,the vigor gets
spend eo much for medloinee that neither 1
less and less. This Isn't malaria— it Is the
heal nor help thorn, that new clothes Is with
beginning of kidney disease, and will end—
.dd
them
like angels’ vlslts-fow in# far bewho does not know how?
tween. Internal fevers, weakness of the
No, nature has not been remiss. Inde- lunge, shortness of breath and lingering
it. sod am now aoi
*•*»'*•
pendent research has given an Infallible coughs, soon yield to the magic Influenceof 1 tookYours
respectfully,
A.J. HIUQtAN.
remedy for this common disorder;but of
Dr* H* v- Pierce’s “Golden
course the bigoted physicianswill not use Medical Discovery.”
r
Warner's Safe Cure, because it la a private
affair and outs up their practice by restoring
“Havsh't yon flnt<bedsealing the fish
the health of those who have been Invalids yet, Bam?" “No, master; ’tls a very large
Astoria, niiH April
for years.
one. “ Why, you have bad time to scale a
from Washington, he would not le
The new laying of “how common Bright’s mountain.”
disease Is becoming among prominent men! ”
Gen. Halleck know what ho was doinf
hood between two days for stealing Is getting old, and as the Englishmanwould
$500 Reward.
by the medical professionhere.
till he was past recall. Sure enough,
Yonw truly. H. 0. tioONIY, Druggist.
eay, sounds “stupid’ —especially “stupid”
sheep,
and
that
another
had
been
The
former
proprietor
of
Dr.
Bage's
Caas soon as telegrams could reach him,
Since this disease is readily detected by the tarrh Remedy, for years made a standing,
Halleck countermandedthe movement; thrown out of the church for robbing more learned men and specialists of this dis- public offer In all American newspapers of
the contributionbox.
ease. But the ’’common run " of physicians, 600 reward for a ease of catarrh that be
but it was to late, and in duo course
He will ask a doctor if he ever hur- not detectingit, give the patient Epsom salts could not ou^e. The present proprietorshave
Vicksburg fell.
or other drugs proscribedby the old code of
Toward the close of the war the ried anybody out of the world by way treatmentunder which their grandfathers renewed this offer. All tho druggistssell this
remedy, together with the “Douche," and all
generals on both sides began to under- of experiment, and catechise a druggist and great-grandfatherspracticed!
other appllanoos advised lo be used in conas to how frequentlyhe has made fatal
Anon,
we
hear
that
the
patient
Is
“comstand their business, and it was not
nection with It No catarrh patient Is longer J, N. HARRIS & CO. (Lilitel)Props;
fortable.”
But
ere
long,
may
be,
they
“tap"
safe to reckon on errors escaping blunders in filling prescriptions. He will him and take some water from him and again able to say “I cannot be cured." You get
•600 In case of failure.
notice. The North, it must be admit- tell a lawyer that he can’t understand the “comfortable"story Is told. 'Torture
how
the tricks of the professioncan be him rather than allow him to use Warner's
Wnrls a black hone bard to train? be- FOB HALE by ill MEDICINE DEALERS.
ted, had a good deal of good luck. If
Lee had the enterprise to break through reconciledto the tenets of Christianity, Bafe Cure! With such variationsthe doctors cause you can’t make a black horse a bay
play upon the unfortunate until' his shroud (obey). ___
_
FUEL.
Meade's line and join Johnston in and will ask a speculating deacon the is made, when we learn that he died from
important.
difference
between
dealing
in
options
heart disease, pyaemia, septicaemiaor some
rit 1
1 r.,?i
North Ourolina after the surrender of
When yon visit or leave New Tork City,
Richmond, the war might have been and any other kind of gambling. He other deceptive thoug-h “dignified cause."
. Ex-President Arthur's ease Is not singular save Baggage Expresaageand Carriage Hire, and
indefinitely prolonged. If Hood hat never hesitatesto intimate to the in
stop
at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
—it Is typical of every such case. “Hell
had common sense enough to give fatuated mother of an nncomeb suffering Intensely.”This is not usual. Gen- Central Depot: 600 elegantrooms fitted np at a
of one milliondollars, reduced to $1 and
seen mnoL erally there Is almost no suffering. He may cost
Nashvillethe go-by and march through infant that
npwarda per day- European plan. Elevator.
recover,
if
he
will
act
Independently
of
his
Restaurantsupplied with the beet Horse cabs,
Kentucky into Ohio, there is no saying prettier children than her babe, and
physicians. The agency named has cured
and elevated railroad to all depots. Famiwhat the results might not have been. then the poor man will lie awake all thousands of persons even In the extreme stage,
lies can live better for less money at the Grand
night
shortly
afterward,
trying
to
make
He could probably have cut the North
stages— is to-day the mainstayof the health Union than at any flnt-olass hotel In the city.
in two, as Sherman cut the south. But out why her husband has foreclosed a of hundreds of thousands.It Is an unforA mah ever ready to ecrape an aoquainttunate fact that physicians will not admit
he was not enough of a general to see mortgage on his home. He will doze
there Is any virtue outside their own sphere, anoe the barber.
and
nod
in
his
pew
at
church,
and
then
the.opportunitywhich Thomas* inertia
but as each school denies virtues to all others,
“Pat up” m the Gault Bows.
feel pained when he discovers that the people act on thelrown judgment and ao>
offered him.
The business man or tourist will find firsthis
pastor
does
not
clasp
his
hand
with
oept
things
by
the
record
of
merit
they
make.
A truly great general must know
The facts are cause for alarm, but there Is class accommodationsat the low price of $2
when to obey the laws of war and when reciprocal warmth.
abundanthope In prompt and Independent and •S.SO per day at the Gault House, ChicaIn visitinga neighbor he walks in action.
to violate them. This is just- what
go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel la located in the center of the
Grant and Sherman knew. Napoleon, with muddy boots; sets his umbrella in
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Wajg to Become Attractive.
b hia compendium of militaryinstruo- the corner to drip on the carpet; leans
Elevator:all appointments first-class.
tious to his brother Joseph when he back in his chair; mars up the rugs with
Hot* A Gatxs, Proprietors.
A Parisian newspaper has been teachhis
boot
heels;
soils
the
wall-paper
went to Spam, enjoined upon him:
ing its lady readers “how to be attractDeservtafof Confidence.
“The art of war is an art which is found- with hair oil ; spits tobacco juice on the ive.” Surely the lady readers of the Vie
There Is no article whioh so richly deserves
ed on principles that must not be stove; and yet the poor man cannot un- Parisienne ought to be in no need of
the entire confidence of the community as
violated. To lose one’s line of opera- derstand why they do not press him to advice such as the following: “Look Brown’s Bronchial Trochxs. Those sufcome
again,
and
why,
after
all
his
eftion is
performance so dangerous
confident and indifferent; express your- fering from Asthmatic and Bronchial disthat to be guilty of it is a crime. Yet forts to be sociable, they should treat self simply, and with a voice as sweet eases, Goughs and Colds, should try them.
Price 26 eta;
this is what Sherman did in Georgia, him coolly. He tries hard to be cordial as possible. Be keenly alive to everyto
all,
and
he
endeavors,
most
unselfishKinsman's Prptonixrd Bnr Tonic, the
with the happiest results. So with the
thing that passes, yet appear- absentFor an ELE6ART WATCHhid III Bod
French themselves
Algeria. The ly, to be friendly, but cannot succeed; minded: know as much as possible, yet only preparationof beef containing Its entire nutritiousproperties. It contains bloodfirst rule of war is that an army must and all simply through lack of discretion please by asking questions. Having
making, force generating,and lifosustalnlng
and want of tact.
consist of due proportions of cavalry,
read everything, qnote nothing; seen properties;Invaluable for Indigestion,dy?
Young man, if yon want to slide
bfantry, and artillery, yet the first
everything,appear ignorant; heard all, pepsla, nervous prostration, and all forms of
order of the day issued by Bugeaud hrough the world easily, study tact be- always express surprise ; desiring every- general debility; also, In all enfeebled conditions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervwhen he took command of the French fore you do Greek.— Chicago Ledger. thing, ask for nothing. Be light-heart- ous prostration, over-work, or acute disease,
army directed nme-tenthsof the artiled to preserve your beauty; be indulg- particularly If - resulting from pulmonary
A Mirror of Fate.
complaints. Caswell,Hazard A Co., proprielery to be shipped back to France. He
Paper In the Country One Year.
ent to attract sympathy,” and so on.
tors, New Tork. Bold by druggtats.
All around were ranged iron coffers, These laws— some evidentlyanti-bluewanted to train his troops to fighting
at short range, and to lure the enemy he half-open lids of which carelessly stocking laws— are laid down as absoDon’t work your horses to death with poor axle
bto close quarters.The result was displayed the treasures within, while lute, with one exception: “Blush neith- grease; the Fnaer Is the only reliablemake.

he had run by deviatingfrom the rules
of war. The General replied : “Yes,
know all that; but I knew the men on
the other side and I took the chances.
You do not suppose I would have actet
so if Lee had been in command of the
fort?” So when he resolved on his
march round Vicksburgby way of the
river, he knew he was acting contrar
to the rules of war; but he took the
risks, and, for fear of interference
!
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the battle of

Isly. When

history

to be deliberatelywritten and

of rich stuffs lay here and there er for shame nor for pleasure,” to which
floor in dazzling profusion. is added, “if you can help it.” Verily,
But the prize of all was evidently the good old saying holds good still:
within a gold casket which stood aloft “H faut souffrir pour etre belle.” There
gpon a jasper pillar. For underneath are, however, some clauses which might
was written in Greek characters: “The with equal advantage be applied to both
man who shall first search herein shall sexes. For instance: “Do not force
see the greatest wonders.” Don Rod- wit; always listen attentively; be charerick strode up, seized the little golden itable for your own satisfaction; be
cey which hung down before the lock, frank and yon never need be afraid of
and opened the casket, while his the trnth; see things at a glance; judge
courtiers, forgetting all their ground- quickly,and think more quickly still,
ess apprehensions,crowded round him. in order to keep a cool head. ” But wise
Within there was apparentlynothing as these saws are, and however much
but a white cloth, carefully folded and the world might be benefited by a more
secured by sealed bands. Eagerly the general application of them, they beKing tore away the fastenings and shook long decidedly to the category of preout tho folds. And then at once the cepts more easily preached than pracfiood left his face, and his heart seemed ticed.
to stand still. For there were depicted
No Difference in the Pain.
here, standing out in black relief upon
the white linen, troops upon troops of
“I say, boss,” groaned an old darky
Moorish horses, with scimitars bran- who had broken his leg, and was being
dished aloft and steeds urged to full bundled rather unceremoniouslyinto
gallop. And underneath was written : an ambulance, “von may not blieve it,
“When this shall have been unfolded bnt it hurts a cmlnd man jess as much
men such as are herein set forth shall ter git bis leg broke as it do a white
come upon Spain and be her rulers."— man.' '-NewYt
fork Times.
Legends of Toledo, in English Ulustrated Magazine.
It is justly said of a woman that she

comes

men

are
measured not by what people said of
them at the time, but by what they
actually did. the Southern generalswho
will stand highest in the ranks of fame
—side by side with Grant and McPherson, and Sherman and Sheridan—
will be Gens. Joe Johnston and Albert
Sidney Johnston.—
Francisco

Chronicle, •

Where Beanty Sleeps.
Would you like to see how

New
York belle of millionaireismsleeps ? I
a

files

upon the

can gratify you so far as to describe,
with literal exactness,the bedroom of
a young woman whose name is printed
as often as anybody’s in the society reports. I never saw a more beautiful,
cozy, in every way delightful place
than the sleeping-room of this young
princessof fasnion— this eldest child of
a many-millionaire.The wall-paper
was pale gold on faint slate-color.The
gilt bedstead was pushed against a
square of plaited silk of pale gold, with
slate-colored silk bows at the corners.
Just such another square of plaited
silk rose to the ceiling a)>ove the washstand. On that were only pitcher,
divide’s man’g Borrows and doubles his
j
bowl, soap-dish, and so on, because
joys. Pity that she quadruples his exwater is presumed to invite sewer gas,
“That’s very good cheese of yours for
but all of the choicest ware. A great some purposes.”
Its worst
sheet of beveled looking glass, six feet
and lm-
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Church Item* with the Service* iter
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. in.,. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:90' Rev. N. M. Steffens,0. D. will
supply the pulpit.

Hope Reformed Church—

$12,000.00

Services at

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,

Pastor. Subjects:Morning, “The forgiveness of Cal very.” Evening, “The finished work of the Son ef God.’’ Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.m. All are
welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
llroek,Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and
2 p.
Sunday School at 8:49 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “The Council of the
Lord shall stand.’’ Afternoon, “The
fourth commandment or the divine law
for the observanceof the Sabbath.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”
In Dry Goods,

Ming,

Gents' Furnishing Goodn, and Boots and Shoes.

m.

And Winter

POWDER

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a.m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
“Christ knows His sheep and His sheep
acknowledge Him.” Afternoon, “The
Thla powder never varies.A marvel of parity,
rainbow round about the throne of God.”
strengthand wholeeomeneee. More economical
Evening, “The breut and arms of the than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the mnltitnde of low test, short
Image.”
weight, alum or phosphitepowders.Sold only in
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- c&m
a. Boyal Bakibo Powobb Co., 106 Wal-stJt.Y.
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2.00 and 7 p. m.

Suits

Reduced Prices.

Clothes at Qreatly

of

Ladiesjare invited to call and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

(

Dress Goods, New Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.

jWjnter

-A.3STID

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 00 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :80.

In large

numbers will be sold at a great

sacrifice.

‘Morning, “Jonah’sanger” Evening, “A
plea for the young.”

CCXh&E EAH/XjTT

A BemarkableEscape.
Mary

Mrs.

A. Dailey, of

Tunkhannock,

Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth-

SYMPTOMS OP A

was despaired

of, until In last

Her

October

she procured a bottle of Dr. King’s

New

Discovery, when immediate relief was felt,
and by continuing

use for a short time

its

she was completelycured, gaining in flesh
60 lbs. in a few

months. Free

tles of this certain cure

Lung Diseases

at

H.

of

all

trial bot-

Throat and

Walsh’s Drug Store.

Large bottles$1.00.

remedy.

TORPID LIVER.

of appetite.Bowels costive* Palo la
the head, with a doll seasatlea la the
back part, Fata aadsr the shoalderblads, Fall Dess after eatiac, with adleincllaatloato exertion ef body erwlad.
Irritability of temper, Lew eplrlte, with
a feeling of havlaf neglected eeaio daty,
Weariness, Olaalaess, Flattering at the
Start, Bets before the eyes, Headache
over the right eye. Restlessness, with
Stfal dreams, Highly colored Urlae, and

CONSTIPATION.

TUTT’S FILLS

are especially

ommendation of

Boartshed*and
the

T7*!© AoUea oa

by their

HI

Goat Hint or Wmsuia changed to a
Black by a single application of

makes the recAyer’s Pills a matter of
preacher

When

religiousduty.

people

thin

Dm

It

Imparts a nataral color, acts

r,f,^#r

.....

is

Health. In such cases the

mam

mm

iM

creed to swallow consists of the thirty
sugar-coated articles in a pill-box.

.

Wilms’

at the store of J

LIVEKss

The best blood

purifier

and system reg-

relieve all
lone troubles.

Estimates given for

B. WYNHOFF, ished and
White Goods,

Skirts, Hosiery,

all

done on short notice.

Etc., in endless variety.

Stairs,
A

and complete line of

fhil

Hand Ruling, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

CROCKERY

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

made and

furnished.

always on hand.

dice, Constipation,

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

Weak Kidneys,or any
whoever

These lamps are a great im
rovement on all other lamps
Ioth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

disease of the urinary organs, or

requires an appetizer,tonic or mild stimulant, will
best

always find Electric Bitters the

and only certain cure

act surely

and

kntwn. They

quickly, every bottle guar-

money

anteed to give entire satisfactionor

refunded. Sold

at fifty cents a bottle by

Office and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

Wanted:— A

reliable

gentleman to canvas

and Agent lady

pty.
ture that is

B.

for a very fine pic-

Holland, June

14.

WYNHOFF.

1888.

needed in every family. Good

Splendid Bargain.

2i-iw

Will sell dwelling house consisting of seven
rooms in good repair,also oathoaseof 14x18 feet,
at a bargain. Reason.toofaraway from my place
of bnsinees. House and lot located on Ninth St.
between Pine and River streets.
J. R. KLBYN.

Beer! Beer!
BEER can have the
their homes free of
charge by leaving their orders at the Holland City Brewery. A. SEIF, Prop.,
Holland, June 25,
21-lt

8*-tf

Any person wishing

same delivered at

1885.

E.

HEROLD,

|

utilized as in

‘

so steadily

Ayer’s Ssrsaparilla.

11

27,

and that yon

can make by baying of me as I will seif very reaeoaable.

PETER

1888.

R.

WILMS.

Holland, April IS, 1866.

DUTCH SETTLEMENT IN MINNESOTA
gFrederiksen &
offer to sell to

Co.,

!

Prins & Zwanenburg

the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties

adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of cattie, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
apolis, is finely

per cent. All agriculturalproducts, which\are raised in

SODA

upon

has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
cities,

these lands

command

a

*

Iowa

and compare favorably with any pro:
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
thrive

in no other blood medicinehave the results of acleutlfic inquiry beeu

Holland, May

HUNTLEY.

""

of Renville, Kanaivohi
Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Goode delivered Tree^^ charge. ]an(jg are on]y
AGO miles west of St Paul and Minnely about
ab<

H. Walsh.

or

Dealer in the
ha leading class of agriculturalimpleMills,
WtndM
Bslf-binolng Reapers, Mowers, BngWagons, Plows, Spring
Ing Tootl
T\>oth.Harrows, all

menu, each as Engines, Thmhers. Saw

JAB.

Inactivityof the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun-

!

Re-sawing

Dress Goods, Table Linens, Planing and

hn*ff*a*2lofelifaf. MnHaAfl

humanity truly is Electric Bitters.

Wells

completed.

ulator ever placed within the reach of suffering

CeleMel Wooies Drire
AND WOODEN PUMPS,

kinds of buildings, fin-

Healthy

Solid fats.

WILIMIS

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the dlfierent kinds of pnmps.pipe and Iron.

LAva

ThiM in

UHL

Manufactnrerof

going on in the stock of

Now York*

best

IP.

^ntley,

Dry Goods & Groceries,

are .bilious

and dyspeptic, what they need is the Gospel of

Cyclone

Genuine

adapted

Glow
A well-known

Harrinerton.

Lam

sickness.

Bad blood and improper action of the
liver and kidneys is bad drainage to the
human system, which Burdock Blood

«T.

22, 1885,

to each cases, one dose effects each a
change offeellng as to astonish the safferer.

Bad Drainage causes much

Bitters will

Holland, Mich., Jan.

BEST BAB/GAIITS

Q-ET

£3.

Tkt Oreatsat Msdieal Trimaph ef the Alt!

ma and Bronchitis, during which time the
best physicians could give no relief.
life

and

•

•

bigh price. Wood and coal can be had chepp.

We

will help, financially, during the first years, the building
Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
Best in the World.
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
among which are the celebrated
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
-dealer inG. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon ; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
Holland; W. 0. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.
same room jostle against each other in
the cars and show what thin partitions
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
divide the various classes in this
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H, Rogers, editor,. Holland; C.%
democratic country. If that water Solid Gold and Plated Chains,
Repairing promptly and neatly
which is constantly in motion and whose
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
done
ladies' and Gents" lockets,
particles come frequently in diverse
their entire satisfaction*, and have given us permission to pubcontact is always the freshest and
Silverware, Platedw&re,
lish
that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they
sweetest, why may we not carry out an

the Democracy of the Railway Train,
Nothing is more democratic than the
average American railway train, for H
ts every class and is no reir of persons. The millionaire
the lowest member of the proletariat may possibly occupy oontignoua seats. People who never by any
circumstancesare fonnd togetherm the

SOOTS & SHOES

of

.

H. WYKHUYSEN

GROYERHAND SEWED

SHOIKJS.

analogy from it and say that the social
current also which experiences such
conditions is, in a small ei- way, made
the better for it ? It should at least be
a preservative against decadence and
stagnation.

—The Hour.

STEAMBOAT LINE

keep on band a

CALL AND SEE

I

Spectacles!

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., Msrch 18, 1884.

stock of

unsurpassedin

this city.

will give full information.

class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,
and Orange City, to our lands, we sell for ten dollars
only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to
First

NO.

is

US.

full line of

SILVERWARE

1885
Rosa

Leaf, Fine

FREDERICKSEN &

Cut

Tim

Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-classand are
sold at low prices.

CO.,

and

PRINS A ZWANENBURG,

t

New sod Commodlooi

Prop. i. B.

I also

My

^drertijementis.
HOIUND-SAUGATUCK-CMCJIGO

Jewelry and Clocks.

'

NavyClippioijs

51 8.

Clark

St.

Chicago

288 Sibley St. St. Paul, Minn.
For information, apply to Isaac Marsilje and John C.
Post, Esq., at Holland, Jan Garvelink at Uraafechap, John
Glas, 151 S. Rose St., Kalamaioo; Albert Riddering, Drenthe,
Mich.; C. Van Loo, Zeeland, Mich.; C. Joldersmn, Jamestown, Mich

;

or to S. Wesselius, attorney, Grand
*• .-(2

$3

l5-3m
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